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Volume LIX Number 13 Bridgewater State College 
. Ff'ST TO FlpHT HUNGER and other . 
Strategzes for For The 1"'ime 
When There Is Not Enough 
,February 6, 1975 
In an attempt to not only feel perhaps the Market emph . 
empathy for starving l' ' aSlze th ld peop e m increasing food supply. Rather 
e or but to ~ctually help them, they assume population growth 
a gro~p of BrIdgewater students unless restrained will out run food 
orgamzed a voluntary noon meal 1· Th T 
fast for dorm students on to ~ther ree PO~1 Ions stand 
February 12 Th g representmg the tough-
. e money saved minded realists T 
by Interstate United will be sent th' .. ey assume that 
. f . ere IS not enough food to g 
VIa a am me relief agency to the around d th t 0 hu~ger victims of the drgught- BERS W~~L S;R~ARGE NUM-
stflcken Sahelian area of Africa. Th h LY STARVE. 
Resident students will be able t e t m.ost ard-nosed of these 
to sign-up to take part in the fast ~:~r:;:esH~~~i~e~n pr~posed. by 
at the Campus Organizations . . m hIS artIcle 
Offices through Friday Feb 7 It adv~rtlzed as the case against 
is expected that com~uter~ "Il helpmg the poor. He describes 
be able to take art' . ~I the present situation as 
programs in theP nea:n f~~:~ar some~hat lik~ ~ life~oat wi~ the 
Poss'bTf f . Amencans fIllIng fIfty of the 
I 1 lies or commuter in- sixtys aces b volve~ent may take the form of water Pswim ~:nd~:~~' of I:ot~: 
donatIOns and/or a voluntary who'11 d' I P P simpler lunch WI Ie un ess they are pulled 
. .' . ~board the boat. Any attempt to 
In conJunctIo~ ~ith this program, save all will swamp the boat and 
we are reprmtmg the following bring death to all In fact t f11 th 
article. It, li~e fasting, offers boat to capacity rem~v~s 1 the 
alternate solutions to the world margin for safety needed in case 
hunger problem. of a storm. Hardin argues that to 
by Scott 1. Paradise, 10/74 
A consensus has developed that 
the world situation is indeed 
serious. With unexpected sud-
denness world grain reserves 
have suffered severe depletion. 
Most of them have been ac-
cumulated by the U. S. ,Experts 
claim that sufficient food does not 
exist (nor can it be produced) to 
feed the burgeoning human 
multitude. Famines in Mrica and 
India threa ten to claim hundreds 
of thusands, perhaps millions of 
victims. But no consensus has 
emerged about what to do about 
it. Infact six strategies have been 
staked out relecting different 
values and assumptions. 
None of these positions, except 
" help the poor will bring such an 
increase of population that they 
will consume all the food we have 
to share and the number of deaths 
by sw.rvation at the end will be 
much .great~r than it would 
otherwise have been. Since we 
have control of most of the 
world's exportable food we have 
the power to deny help to starving 
nations and thereby diminish the 
size of the human calamity that 
Hardin believes must surely 
come. Such a policy, he argues, is 
both prudent and moral. 
~ Paul and William Paddock, 
State DPARTMENT 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERTS, 
TAKE A SLIGHTLY DIF-
FERENT TACK. Although they 
agree with Hardin that in-
sufficient food exTist~ for 
humankin's teeming billions and 
that the U. S. has the obligation as 
well as the power to determine 
who eats among the poorest 
nations, they believe we should 
help those we can. They compare 
the present situation to a bat-
tlefield first aid statoion where by 
the principle of TRIAGE the 
wounded are classified into three 
groups. Those who will survive 
without help and those who will 
~ie regardless are largely 
Ignored. The medical staff 
concentrates on those who can be 
saved by immediate attention. In 
the sa\l1e fashion the world's 
nations can be divided. And our 
food should go to those countries 
who will 0111y survive ana become 
self-sufficient because of it. In 
fact, our food aid has been 
distributed selectively' in the 
recent past, but not strictly ac-
cording to the PDDOCK'S 
PROPOSAL. South'Viet Nam, for 
instance, for political reasons has 
received far more aid than the 
TRIAGE prinCipal might 
warrant. 
3. A similar position has been 
advanced by Dale Runge, and 
M.I.T. systems engineer. Runge 
agrees that we do not have the 
food to, feed all the hungry. He 
also calls for a rational decision 
made . by the U S. government 
about who should eat ~nd who 
should starve. He recognizes, 
however, that food aid alone can 
only breed growing dependence 
on the doner. And. he submits, to 
give aid toa nation involves us in 
Conference On Racism 
By Paul Cassidy 
As a result of the National 
Freedom March in Boston, a call 
has gone out for a National 
Student Conference the weekend 
of February 14th, at Boston 
University. This conference is 
sponsored by the Student Com-
mittee for National March 
Against Racism. The Committee 
is a grassroots organization 
composed of students from major 
colleges in the Boston area. 
During this conference, a forum 
will be provided for discussing the 
struggle agianst racist attacks in 
many cities and on many fronts. 
Inaddition to plenary sessions and 
speeches by a number of 
prominent leaders in the Black, 
labor and student Movements the 
National Student Conference will 
feature numerous workshops. 
The committee hopes to 
reaffirm in the white community 
the right of Black students to an 
equal educaton. Once Black 
andWhite students have come 
together in schools, they can work 
together towards better schools 
for all. By working through 
peaceful means and by educating 
the community as a whole the 
group wants to give a response to 
those who oppose desegregation. 
, At a planning meeting in 
Boston, the major focuses for 
organizaton were scheduling 
several speakers touring on 
behalf of the conference, publicity 
and fund raising. Fund raising is 
from two main sources; college 
campuses and individuals. The 
major lecturer speaking on behaII 
of the conference is s Jonathan 
Kozol author of DEATH AT AN 
EARLY AGE. After being ap-
proached for an endorsement and 
financial support, the S.G.A. 
voted to endorce the conference 
and bring Kozol on campus in the 
near future. Anyone interested in 






the TRIAGE prin 
ciple, but goes 
farther, claiming that 
US should select the -countries it 
has the power to save and 
establish with them a covenant of 
mu.tual responsibility. The U. S. 
would grant the needy country 
development aid as well as food. 
The country would commit itself 
to population' policies and wealth 
distribution policies which· would 
improve its profosisy. 
4. A more idealistic strategy 
bas been advanced by a food 





By Sue Lawson 
There are approximately They are: Rent Control, Student 
300,000 public and private college IOlan~' Student Meal Tax and, 
and university students in the student Organizations and 
state of Massachusetts. All of collective bargainign. The latter 
who face many of the same of these is most important· to 
problems as they struggle to assure. students complete equal 
obtain a higher education. power with faculty and ad-
Consider the fact that few ministration in the' event of 
officials elected in the Com- unionizatvn. (See article in the 
monwea~th rarely win an election January 23rd issue of The 
over a margin of 300,00 votes and Comment). 
one begins to realise the enor- ~ A similar group is in the 
mous potential power· an making through the Studend 
organized student lobby con- Advisory Commission for the 
taining all the schools throughout State Colleges. This group, the 
the state could hold. This is what Mas sac h use tt sSt u den t 
Massachusetts Student Lobby is Association, would ban. together 
all about; total participatin from all the state Colleges in a lobbying 
as Many state and private in- effect and essentally cut out th 
stitutions as possible to form a conflict of interest which might 
strong lobby on problems per- arise betwen public and private 
taining to education. schools; an example of this is 
On Sunday February 2nd, the question #3 on the ballot in this 
MSL held an organzational past election, which provided 
meeting; and membership drive. public funding for private in-
At present, there are only eight stitutionns. 
member schools, all of which are There is a definite need for 
private. The meeting began with such student 'organizations in the 
an address given by Commonwealth At this time both 
Congressman, and Presidential are in the planning stages, and 
candidate, Morris Udall (D- Bidgewater is yvatching 1 and 
Aizona). This was followed' by a wieghing them both to see which 
discussion that centered on4 issue would be most beneficial to th 
MSL is presently working on, students. 




food for thought 
On W edenday February 12th, a luncheon fast for recognition of the 
Third World's immenient food crisis will be on trial in Tillinghast 
DINING Hall. A large amount of participation of students is needed to 
make this fast a sucess. Student participation for the proposed fast has 
been far below what was expected. What's one meal? The efforts of those 
students who sign the pledge will be redeemed twofold. 
First, the amount of money which is saved by Interstate United Food 
Corp. for not serving lunch to those fasting will be donated through a 
relief agency to the famine- stricken areas in Africa. 
Secondly I those who are fasting will not only make themselves a little 
more conscious of the acute situation of the Third World but will be 
serving as an example to others why they are fasting. 
Foregoe the noonday meal on the 12th. Don't go downtown for a sub or 
hamburger if you pledge to fast. The meal that your body will never miss 
could add some life to someone who is dying. 
JAC 
a dangerous decision 
As was stated in an editorial of 2 issues back, the aerial ladder for the 
Fire Department in the town of Bridgewater does not reach the fifth floor 
in the front of Great Hill Dorm. Due to this deficiency there are ap-
proximately 40 bedrooms, lounges and -loies and the whole roof area 
totally unprotected in the case of a fire such as the one in December. 
House Bill #1215 which would have provided funds for the town, was 
presented to the Joint Committe on State Administration. Despite a letter 
written by President Rondileau and support- from other areas of the 
college the Bill was defeated iIi committee last TESDA Y: WITH THE 
STIPULATION THAT THE STATE WILL IMPROVE FIRE PROTEC-
TION AT THE Hill and around the campus. 
However, the condition stilf remains that these are a large number of 
rooms in the Hill and the stdents who occupy them, that are unprotected 
in the event of a fire. 
On Friday -February ·7th froin10 a.m.-3 'p.m. continuing through 
Friday February 14th, there will be a petition, across from the Bookstore 
in the Student Union, urging the Committee on State AliINISTRATION 
TO RECONSIDER ITS DECISION CONCERNING-House Btl #1215.-
in addition, we would encourage all students of thi& caPlpus to \\Tite 
letters to 'either Bddgewater's . representati~e Peter Flynn or the 
chairpersons of the S.~.C., Senator Alan Sisitsky or Representative 
Charles Buffone, at the State House in" Boston. Students living at the 
Hill should h!lve their parents write a letter too, as an added input. 
With your support we can hopefully change a decision that effects the 






Schools have entered a tran-
sitional era that will result in a 
-modified educational system with 
attributes' beyond our present 
comprehension. Without ex-
perimental endeavors in 
curriculum geared to modify the 
childs knowledge of -the- world 
around him as well as his talents, 
our children will have the same 
problems we have. today. 
Certain people in the educational 
_ system fail to realize the im-
portance in the irratication of 
cultural prejudices through 
communica tion. During my 
student teaching this semester I 
encountered one of those people 
and I WRITE ON BEHALF OF 
MY STUDENTS. A play we 
planned to stage was cancelled 
due to the principal fear of of-
fending parents in the audience. 
The play itself deals with the 
establishment of unions and child 
labor laws in -our country. The 
- dialogue dramatizes ficticious 
events in a sweat shop, or factory 
-as we know them today, and is no 
more deroga tory than Swiss 
Family Robinson. The children 
do not know the great loss they 
ha ve been handed yet they still 
feel rebellious towards their 
principal! These children are 
only fifth graders--is that anyway 
to treat a principal? 



















































THE COMMENT is a student supported and operated 
we.ekly newspaper serving the academic community of 
Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is determined 
by the Editor-in-Chief i1;1 conSUltation with the Editorial 
. Board. Re-publication of all material printed herein is 
forbidde!l without the expressed written .permission of 
the Editor-in-Chief. Letters to the Editor are encouraged 
but are limited to 250 words or less. Letters must be 
signed but names will be withheld upon rEiquest. All sub-
mitted ~aterial .is subject to condensation. Advertising 
rates will be avaIlable upon request. All correspondence 
should be addressed to THE COMMENT, Bridgewater 
State College, BridgeWater, Mass. 02324; Ext. 26001' 304. 
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F~bruary6~ 1975 . "'The' ~m~fnt.· ':j' 
SNEA SPUNSURS FIRS1~-Aln WURKSHUP 
by Janet Orlando 
There I was 8:30 on a Saturday 
morning, distributing blankets, 
bandages and triangular cloths 
into piles of twelve. Then, lugging 
stretchers and poles across the 
Student Union Ballroom, all the 
while mumbling, "This will do me 
good." 
techniques. After viewing the 
accident, we could return to our 
stations,' which conststed of the 
materials needed, a blanket and 
two people (conviently allowing 
for dual role-playing of victim and 
aider). An emergency would be !II 
described, followed by a flurry of 
activity-accented with giggles 
and groans, as the aiders helped 
their victims. After the practical 
session, the workxooks were 
completed which served as 
reinforcement of facts presented. 
Saturday, Feb. 1, SNEA 
sponsored an all day course on 
Frst Aid. It began at 9:00 and by 
5:00 that afterno.on; 23 of us - of 
scattered first aid background 
and academic majors felt ready 
to come to the aid of any innocent 
victim. The course was newly 
developed by The Aerican 
National Red Cross and was 
implemented by Miss Rugen of 
the PhYSical Education Depart-
ment. 
Training was given in a multi-
media approach. For each unit 
there was a movie, practical work 
and written assignments. The 
movie was shown to "set the 
mood" and featured such stars as 
'clumsy fisherman, young aspirin 
swallowers and stairway stub-
bIers; as well as re-enactments of 
very believable and realistic 
accidents. This served as an 
inspiration, as well as means of 
demonstarating fist aid 
The day was very pleasant. An 
assortment of peole were in-
volved, and although . the at-
mosphere was' casual, the 
material was covered, and 
mastered by the participants we 
moved rapidly from topic to topic. 
but allowed time for any 
questions or discussion which had 
arisen. . We were also constantly 
refreshed with coffee, tea and a 
healthy supply of doughnuts. 
The topics ranged from 
bleeding heads and fractured 
bones to frost-bitten fingers and 
swollenankles. We all practiced 
the art of bandaging and suc-
ceeded in, immobilizing. theever-
moving ,SNEA president, Bill 
Abraham. 
By 4;00, we could patch and 
carry anyxody using our newly 
HAI1Sop 'S.·r ABLE 
~ " . ," ~ 
A Holiday In' 
The Kingdom 
by Greg Hall .. 
It was a cold February mor-
. ning, the fifth ')f that month if I 
recall, that the peasants of the 
Kingdom of Boyden went ab-
solutely out of their cotton-pic~n, 
pea brain minds over a' few flakes 
of white gold, Boyden Bullion, 
sometimes'Cfeferred to as snow. 
Slowly they threw back the 
covers and rose for a normal day 
in the kingdom, but this was to be 
a special day. As the white gold 
piled, stories. grew, of royal 
chariots getting. crowned, mules 
loosing their· footing and peons 
from Peasant Hill wandering in 
the desert completely lost. 
Finally King Andrias declared 
that all peasants were to end their 
working day at 1:00pm. 
Suddenly the Town Crier 
dashed into Tilly to make the 
announcement -~ only to be 
stopped by the Famous Tilly 
Booki, "Where do you think 
you're going, buster?" she 
snapped. 
"Glory be! I have to tell the 
peasants of their good fortune," 
he said in a startled tone. 
"You got an ID, Buddy?" she 
snapped. 
"A chariot license, will that 
do?" 
"Don't get smart! You can't 
go in there unless you show me 
your number." 
. After the usual customs in-
spection , the Town Crier got 
security clearance and proceeded 
to make the announcement. The 
peasants mess hall went wild. 
Burgers were dancing and salads 
flying! The peasants were busy 
making plans for their new-found 
·holiday. Within minutes they 
were building snowmen, rabbits, 
forts, and othcr sculptures. Some 
made off with royal trays for 
make-s~ift sleighs. Some of the 
bully peons .engaged in snpw 
fights with each other, passing 
chariots and .mules too! IT was 
even rewrted that Mr. Petipoop's 
chariot got caught in a crossfire: 
Some poop peon on Peasant Illl 
lost a window but he was 
comforted with the thought that 
he had not lost a window but in 
fact, had gained a snowball! 
This peasant play grew as the 
day went on. By 3 pm, the whole 
campus was engaged in some 
snow related frenzy. I couldn't 
take the excitement anymore, I 
had to te.ll someone. No one 
would bother with me while they 
were playing, except for Nod. 
"Oh Mighty Nod, what causes 
this frenzy? It can't be a few snow 
flakes? 
"My son, you underestimate 
the power of nature .. Doe~ not the 
moon sway the oceans? 0 
COURSE THE SNOW CAN 




"Is this white gold really good 
. medicine?" 
"Just look around see the 
laughter, hear the happiness, feel 
the" joy, the excitment. Good 












twenty-question final exam, 
which if successfully completed 
would grant us our FRST Aid . 
Certificates. 'The day went by 
fast, it was informitive , 
challenging, and fun. Although, 
as we realized, we were only 
exposed to the basics. , it was a 
great opportunity to learn them, 
and discover there is so much 
more involved. Treatment for 
accidents was only part of it. We 
developed an awareness of how 
some of the accidents could have 
been prevented. 
The SNEA sponsorship of this 
course granted a worthwhile 
service to the people involved, 
and such a program can be 
beneficial to anyone. 
--~-' .,.-.-- ..- ""'-'--,~~i--"-~""""" ~ ..... " "''''''-'~,>.-_.,. 
(Eel. Note: Below is a listing of people who are willing 
.,; -to taKe riders;- We have printed names, a.ddt:~s~es,ph.one 
llo~., and arrival and departure times. If you need a ride, 
"'itis"upto y~~" to ~ontacF thesepeople:.,.. ." '. 
Good Luck!) 
Hanover 
Judy House Candlewood Ln. 
Hanover,Ma. 826-4612· Leave 
town: M-T-Th-F: 7:15; W: 10:15 
or earlier Leave BSC: M-W-F: 
4:): T: after 1:00; Th: 11:30 
N. Scituate 
. Pasture Ln. No. Scituate, 
Ma. 545-4495 Leavetown: M':'T-W-
Th-F; 8:15 a.m. Leave BSC: M-T-
WTh-F; between 5-6 
s. Bridgewater 
Carlos Contreras 313· l;'lain S. 
Bidgewater 697-4861 Leave town: 
M-W-Th-F: for 8:00 Leave BSC: 
MW-Th-F: 4:00 
Attlehoro 
Madeline Athanas 118 Patterson 
st. Attleboro, Ma. 222-7560 Leave 
town: M-W-F: 9:00; T-Th: 12:00 
Leave BSC: M-W-F: 3:00; T-Th: 4:00 
B. U. • • A 
LIBERAL 
By R'ICHARD Tonner CA· MPUS 
Once again, Ron Ziegler is making the news, but this time he is not 
telling the story. An embroiling controversey stems from a request by 
Boston University School of Public Communications to have Ron Ziegler, 
famed Nizon press secretary, as guest speaker. While Mr. Ziegler 
remains in demand as a lecturer across the nation, obviously a number of 
faculty and students feel his services are not desired.' The school, in its 
. invitation, offered Mr. Ziegler $2500 to speak, though the imposed limit 
. for lecture fees is $1000 plus expenses. 
John Wicklein, Dean of the School of Public Cmmunications, opposed 
the high fee but later extended the right for Mr. Ziegler to speak. Dean 
Wicklein was reported as saying, however, "I think it is wrong to help 
Ziegler of Nixon or anyone else get rich because of their association with 
. Testimony on Jails' : Lewiton 
Boston Municipal Court· Chief Boston before Judge VI. Arthur 
Justice Jacob Lewiton said some Garrity Jr. on the search for 
defendents who shoUld be held in places to house Charles Stree~ 
high bail are being released by Jail inmates when the jail is 
judges because of the lack of adeq closed June 30, 1976. Deputy 
uate jail facilities. Lewlton spoke Mayor Robert Vey told Garrity 
at a Federal Court hearing in that a new jail would not be ready 
before September 1978 at the 
earliest. The city is plannin g to 
build a $17 million 12 story jail on 
the site of the recreation yard at 
the exist ing jail. Garrity has 
ruled that the. old jail, which 
houses persons awaiting trial, . 
must be closed because conditions 
there are so bad they amount to 
unconstitutional cruel and 
unusual punishment.· 
Another GARRITY 
REDUCING THE Charles Sreet 
Jail population to one man to a 
cell already is having an impact 
on Boston courts. Judges. are 
finding more dangerous defen-. 
dents on their hands with no place 
to send them. Some have reduced '" 
bail since there were no cells 
available to house them. 
Among sites .suggested as tem-
poraryjails,pendingconstruction 
of a new one, wer: the former 
Middlesex County TraiI,ling· 
School in Chelmsford, the 
Departmt;lnt of Youth Services. 
detention center in Roslindale, Ft. 
Devens. 
the Watergate Coverup. ,. • 
The Student Government opposed the high fee emphasizing it would 
have been a "reward" for wrongdoing as former Pres. NIXON'S PRESS !i Iii_ .......... rt . t. . . PARROT. The confusion ofcc(ou;e, lies between the higher fee and the . 
censure of M. Zegler as a campus speaker. 
True, the fee was higher because it was origillally unauthorized, and 
subsequently the invitation was withdrawn. It appears to many this was •• iI •• I!I.iI .... IIi.-Illli ••••••••• iiiiiI------II!I!IIII~~~!I!!I~. 
an act of censure on the part of Boston Uni versity; and not primarily the 
larger lecture sum. The University known for liberal thought, found itself t------...... ---------------------~------~---....., 
~~=~fi~~~.,.~.~~~ 
.Thompson 4z:., has, asked, the. US . ., .. . 
campus, neither do we censor them." Interior Dept. to fund a study of 'Plans~ to extract uraniuIIl from Brantlo 
The media· conveys acf.issimilar, message.PEttHAPS THE ,U niv~rsity, ,the J;lliperal potentia} 'of :the.l?~enic the :~hite ,M;,04n4lins for nuclear 
does not endorse the speakers, but there remains the probabilit~ t~ata Whitel\1:ountains. Thompson.re use were ilbal1<loned'in the 1960s to tlie Rescue!! 
large percentage of irate faculty and' students <' attempted to block the quested ,the study after sayingat; b,e~ause the' CQst of; J;Ili,niIlg {)nly 
Ziegler appearance, Citing a violation of basic school policy, the Student a pres$- ,conference" that the uranium was too great, Bartc;m 
Government ~.20s~ t!l. r~j~$t" the l11.oti.9n 01 a :Nixonj.~~~flkE!: Ziegl mountains contain .. quantities· of said.,. Hjs . plan for, an"om~i-
uranium and thorium that could mineral'"extraction system 
er might have still spoken for less, but, th.e.jnyitat,ion \Vas withdr~wn and be useful in n~cIE~ar ~bre~~r ·woUld tn~iude' The' 'e~fra~iio~ "Of 
then. submitted again. Naturally under the circumstances, Mr. Ziegler reactors. He also said that the other minerals found in the 
has now declined his engagement at the Boston Campus. proposed ~ttidy, 'might" r~s~t· '.in '-Con\vay' grariiie stich a~" ~ol~-
It would be interesting to listen to a former presidential press new energy resources for the bium, fluorite, berylium, tin, iron, 
secretary and probe him in discussion afterwards. It is a terrible loss to country as well as a new in- feldspar, quartz, a~d s~rap ,mica. 
the school that a stimulating speaker such as Ron Ziegler will not be dustrial base for the state. The proposed study 'woUld also 
speaking at the University. The intergrity of ethics at the school was . Deposits of thorium and uranium determine the type of mining best 
challenged - and that is the worst loss of all. could achieve prj.neipal .im- suit~d to the Ne\V JIampshire's 
porta nee with the <level opment of needs.·' B,arton said it wouid. be : 
---.-------------------------~ the concept of a breeder reactor unwise. to' strip-ritine' the ~oun­
or nuclear fuel which is predicted . tains, because of their scenic 
on the use of thorium for fuel. value and' because an un-
The governor announced the derground mine has potential 
creation of an 8 member New value as a storage site for 
Ha~pshire Mineral and Energy' petroleum or as a location for a 
Resource Council. The group of noisy factory. The White 
geologists and mineral experts Mountains , which cover much of 
includes William Barton, author northern New Hamp shire are 
of the study proposal which has owned .. by the us Government , 
submitted to the Bureau of the state of ' New HampshIre and 
Mines in Washington. The by private parties. Dear Editor: 
bureau is a division of the Dept. of 
. , 
J,t ~;v ~ .. ".( ;."~, 
Militant ·Menomi~ee Indians 
m?iu.tain~ ~theit~~~p~tiqnof . .a 
r~ligi~ •. ~s~~e, iiI),!,~e~ia~e- ,of.~ 
National Guard deadline as actor 
.Marlon BraJ}dQ j91ned ~ ~t;lr<;h.of 
I~dia~ s~pathizers. Brando ~nd 
civil rights activist. priest. James 
Groppi: of Milwaukee drove past 
the' roadblock to confer' with 
demonstators in the estate's 
unused abbey. Br~ndo said,; he 
had ~ssurances from the Roman 
Catholic . religious order w1¥ctl 
owns the estate ·that· a new set-
_ tlement . offer would be' for-
thcoming. 
The American Indian Movement . 
(AIM) organized a rally on behalf 
of the demonstrator s. Brando 
and the clergyman joined about 50 
persons in an hour-long march 
down snow-packed roads from • 
Keshena, a tribal community, to a 
guard roadblock several miles 
from the estate. The Indians are I found WPG's letter" Athletics 
Up or Out" very interesting. How 
can he, at a time like this, 
honestly and seriously, recom-
mend an increase in the Athletic 
Fee; a time wen most of us here 
at Bridgewater find it hard to get 
a buck to pay for our tuition let 
alone an increased fee for sports 
~---...;...-----:----------..;...--..;...---~ asking t~at the estate's owners, 
If there are other students at 
B.S.C. ( and I'm sure that there 
must be) who are struggling to 
Keep from going under finan-
cially, we can't or won't stand still 
while somEOne !aises our Atletic 
Fee. 
By the way, to add insult to 
injury, I found it rather amusing 
that there wa~ not one picture or 
sports articleabouHhe girl's sports 
program! And they (the girls) 
. should be asked to pay more for a 
program which virtually excludes 
'them? That's really unfair. 
t Yours truly , 
Jim Dreyfus 
Millions jor Charles River 
Hello, Transfer Students: The fiscal year 1976 Federal 
budget. includes some. $13 million BAN DEVELOPMENT budget , 
Welcome to Bridgewater State in construction in Massachusetts Boston and . other big cities will 
College. For any of non interested suffer an almost half- billion-
• by the US Army Corps of do. lIar cut in the·' 'block grant" in discn~sion, in asking questIOns Egineers, centering on Charles 
abont life on campus, in rapping Rjverand Weymouth Fore River authorization passed by Congress 
about things in general. members last year. In the hOUSING act of projects. The, . Ford Ad- . 
of the Division of Student Services . miniStration budget would also 1974, . Congress agreed to fold 
are available on all Monday and Model . Cities , urban renewal keep the New England Regional 
Thursdays farom 12 noon until Commission alive. The 7 regional programs and other HUD items 
2:00 p.m., and Tuesday and into a "community development 
commissions barely survived 4 
Thursday, evenings from 5: block grant" for eacmajor city. 
attempts by former President 
p.m. until 7 :00 p.m. Nixon to eliminate their fun<Jing Although Congress authorized 
We look forward to in 1974. Congress continued their $2.95 billion for fiscal. year 1976, 
with you. existence. the President's budget tickets 
,Dean Rose L. Breslin The first Ford budget woUld also only $2.55 billion. The loss will be 
Dean David P. Deep increase by almost $5 million the shared by all major cities, HUD 
officials said, and was made Dr. Daniel Diethelm funding for the Transportation cob 
Mrs. MRTHA D. Jones Systems Center in Cambridge. 'deca~se "of budgetary con-
Miss Maureen Fitzgerald Under the HOUSING AND UR- ,81 eratlOns .' 
Mr. Albert J. petitpas 
the Chicago-ba based Alexian 
Brothers, turn the abandoned 
property over for their use as a 
medical center. . 
WHO'S nUMB? 
(CPS)-What's it like in a world 
p~pered with books, newspapers, 
magazines, forms and notices not 
to be able to read? Wat do you do 
if you can't understand your 
college textbook, figure out your 
income taxes or follow the 
qualifica tion requirements I n a 
no'. of recent surveys more ~--;;d 
more Americans, much to their 
'disadvantag~, (ire finding out. 
"Functional illiteracy," or tne 
inability to communicate and 
accomplish tasks within a basic 
level of competency and clarity,' 
has won a prominent place in the 
lexicon of contemporary 
AERICAN EDUCATION. 
And unfortunately its ap-
'plications have been widespread, 
stretching across all levels of 
education and not confined to one 
race or family income; 
--One study, due for release in a 
few months, found that 36% of its 
sample, givn an income tax form 
arid information abOUt <~depen­
dents were 'unable to-read, write ' 
or compute well enough to enter 
the correct number'of'exemptions 
,in the appropriate'block. 
--Another study of adults with 
10.5 years average scho'Oling 
found that their average reading 
and computation level equaled a 
fifth grade education. 
--A third survey of college 
department chairpersons found 
widespread, though not universal 
concern that "students are 
coming from high school with a 
far less firm grasp on fun-
damentals than. before--middle 
class as well ,as disadvantaged 
students. " 
Results from this last study' 
coincided with remarks from the 
executive secretary of the 
Concern over poor writers and 
readers has extended beyond 
academia. Textbook manufac-
turers, for example, are en-
couraging college textbooks to be 
written at lower than previous 
Modern Language Association, 
,who stated, "My impression is 
that on a national level we have 
failed--have contin ued to faiI--to 
meet the challenge of illiteracy 
among college-level students." 
At Maine's Bowdoin College, 
increasing concern that students 
were "incapable of expressing a 
coherent train of thought in 
written form" led the school to 
request a written essay as part of 
its student applicatio~ proce~. 
The ',- college's - faculty , and 
administration ~lngled out 
athletes, middle class" students 
from progressive schools a~d,the 
'poor from deficient hlgh sch~1s 
as ,those who most" frequently' 
comprised the group of inept 
writers. 
"One third of the papers and 
exams I received," said one 
history professor, "are written by 
students whom ,consider func-
tionally illiterate. I simply cannot 
correct for both the historical 
conten of the work and, fo~n 
grammar." 
In a similar move the College 
Entrance Examination Board 
recently included a "Test of 
Standard Written English" as a 
regular part of the Scholas(ic 
Aptitude Test (SAT) 
The bid to more 
specifically and accurately 
analyze writing skills came after , 
a general ten year decline in SAT 
mathematics and English scores. 
reading levels. 
McGraw-Hill now asks authors 
to write college textbooks at the 
eigth and ninth grade levels of 
reading. 
, A spokesperson for the book 
publishers defended the move, 
saying, "We're not talking so 
much about just lowering the 
(reading) level of the books as we 
are (about) making the points a 
little clearer." 
For many Americans outside 
of college, though, "clarity" isn't 
so much the issue as is the lack of 
basic reading, writing, speaking 
and listening skills. 
According to US Commissioner 
of Educatin Terre] Bell only 56% 
of American adults are able to 
match personal qualifications to 
job requirements when shown a 
series of newspaper help-wanted 
ads, and one fifth cannot read an ' 
"equal opportunity" notce well 
. enough to understand it. 
In addition Bell said that about 
39 million Americans could not 
locate the deduction' for social 
<security, on a 'monthly eanings 
statement. 
The study cited by Bell is' the 
first national assessment of the 
performance of adults on " a 
number of objective skills judged 
. necessary' to',·" 'sUl'viv::iJ" in' 
American society." 
"Bell expressed ~~iticul~r' 
concern for those on the bottom of. 
the' "surnvai killS'" ratings. "if 
they cannot cope now," Bell said, 
"the next decade will find them 
lower on the survival scale, and 
with them theri families." 
Think "how it must feel," the 
education commissioner said, "to 
be 25years old and unable to fill 
out a work application, open a 
savings account or read in-




,by Greg Hall 
The S. U. Program Committee 
sponsored the second of a three 
part lecture series on Alcholism 
from the Brockton detoxification 
center. The evening's program 
centered around a film entitled 
"The Secret Life of Sandra." The 
film depicted a typical alcholic 
housewife from the early stages 
of alcholism to the 'desperate 
stage which was refered to as 
"hitting one's bottom.)I 
The film pointed out one of the 
major but rarely discussed 
problems of alcholism, the 
damage and extreme pain that 
the sickness wroughts on the 
family of the alcholic. 
There are approximately nine 
million alcholics in America. It is 
estimated that on the average 
each alcholic affects the lives of 
five people (family or close 
friends). This, approximately 40 
million people are affected by 
alcholism in America alone. The 
alchoUsm problem is one that is 
usually hidden. It is estimated 
that the "Skid Row" alcholics 
only comprise five per cent of the 
total none million alcholics. 
About niney percent come from 
average middle class 
backgrounds. 
One of the problems in dealing 
with alcholism is early detection 
by a family member. Usually an 
alcholic is quite clever in hiding 
his or her problem until the 
sickness has progressed to a point 
where medical treatment is a 
must. Some of the early signs for 
detecting a potential alchol 
problem include alchol on the 
breath in the morning, ,missing 
bottles from the home bar, ex~ 
cuses for drinking, changes in 
routine or appearance. The fact 
remains however, that it is very 
difficult to detect a problem 
drinker. One' of the predominent 
and 'reoccuring characteristics of 
an alcholic is his or her denial of 
the problem. 
The Brockton Alcholism In-
tervention Center offers a variety 
of services to p;rblem drinkers 
including a Delox Center, an 
Outpatient Center and a program 
on Driver, alchol reeducation and 
training program. For further 
information call 587-0815. 
BSC 
1"elevision 
For those of us who are-tired of 
staring at the blank TV screens 
dispersed throughout the 
Union or for that matter, are less 
than overjoyed at the quality of 
material that does grace the 
tubes, the advent of a TV 
workshop is welcome. 
Established under the auspices 
of the Instructional Media 
Department, this volunteer 
workshop effort (WBIM-CCTV) is 
designed to provide students with 
the opportunity to produce 
relevant and useful video-tape 
programming. 
WBIM-CCTV will offer to those 
who have the rudimentary skills 
in TV production photography, 
graphics, script writing, station 
management and performance 
(not to mention just plain hlpful 
hands) an outlet for creative 
expression and independent work 
via the medium of video tape 
telecasts on campus. 
Workshop 
TV'has been the missing link of 
Bridgewater's media in spite of 
some talented people who ,have 
passed through MR. CAINES TV 
production course. This is the first 
attempt to organize the TV talent-
or the loose and will hopefully 
lead to some consistent, cohesive 
programming in the near future. 
The field is wide open and it is 
hoped that student ion put will 
provide imaginative ideas in such 
areas as educational program-
ming, informative media and' 
drama/ comedy (Can you picture 
Bridgewater's answer to ALL IN 
THE 'FAMILY? How about a 
series entitled COLLEGE TOWN) 
The first meeting of this group 
will be held on TUi€sday, Feb., 11 
at 11 a.m. in the TV studio (next to 
the GreenRoom). If you are 
unable to attend but are ia· 
terested, you can contact MR. 
STEPHEN CAINEin the ID-
structional Media DepartmeDt. 
Room 105 in the Science BuildiJlg. 
'L£~1~N·"" 
Wednesday, February 12th, 1975 
is Ash Wednesday; a day of fast 
and abstinence. This day marks 
the beginning of the Lenten 
Season in our Christian traditin. It 
'is a time when we become' more 
aware of out problems and 
weaknesses in the areas of 
prayer, faith, liturgy, social 
action and witness. We become 
penitent and aware of ourselves 
and others like the Christians of 
the early church. They moved 
and drew so many people largely 
because of the support and 
strength that they found in one 
another and their sharing and 
encouraging the variety of dif-
ferent gifts which they possessed. 
Their faith made hard demands in 
the realm of prayer, of penitential 
practice and of concern for one 
another's needs ~nd, indeed, for 
the needs of the larger human 
commuriity. 
This Lenten Season finds us 
surrounded with hard realities of 
unemployment, hunger, political 
corruption and many forms 0 
moral weaknes. As a Christian 
Community 'we must take these 
issues as personal issues. In an 
effort to help the Christian 
Community grow and come alive' 
to the Easter reality, the Catholic, 
Center Cmmunity has developed 
a special, Lenten program of 
prayer, information and SOCial 
action. The Liturgical Com-
munity will come together each 
day to celebrate the Eucharist, a 
special Lenten lecture series has 
been developed :~ach Wednesday 
night on,J;UiSJice, the H\lnger 
Problem. Fasting and prayer will 
be suggested along with concrete 
action. 
The Spiritual, Liturgical, Social 
and Administrative Committees 
of the Catholic Center Board of 
Governors' has given a con-
siderable amount of time and 
effort to this program. We ask 
many more to share and par-
tiCipate in this program and any 
other program which will make 
you more aware of yokself and 
others. YOU CAN'T SIT BACK 
AND IGNORE GOD AND MAN. 
, ASH WEDNESDAY 
Liturgy of Eucharist 12: 00 Non 
4:00 p.m. 
Ashes distributed after the liturgy 
and throughout the day 
Sacrament of RCONCILIATION 
ANYTIME 
LENTEN LECTURE SERIES: 
BEGINS - 7:30P.M. 
Sociological Overview 
Hunger and the Third World 
Lecture ,. Reflection - Con-
versation 




CHARITY NEEDS JUSTICE 














Diary of Adam and Eve Feb. 2, 
3t 7, 9 
Boston Reperatory Theatre 
Info: 723-4144 
Falstaff Feb. 5,7, 9 
Opera Co. of Boston 
Orpheum Theatre 
Info; 267-8050 
Jean Simmons in A Little Night 





,5595 Boylston, St.,C~pl~y 
Boston' ' 
Info: 523-33lt 
Tall Kings and Short Subjects 
Pocket Mime Theatre -
Church of the Covenant 
67 Newbury St.t Boston 
Info: 266-1770 
247-9000 
Feb. 7,8,9, at the Leob Drama 
Center, Chhau, The Mashed 
Dance of Bengal, a group that 
does dance, drama, and 
acrobatics based on myth and 
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Y Qung "Frankenstein 
SACK 57- , 
The Towering Inferno 
Murder on the Orient Express 
SAVOY I _. ,'.-,' 
Godfather II 
J.. <:t. ~ 'J - ..... • o' • ~!"" 
.~. , ,.,. "''.'''~'''' C.". ;18,days,~tJ~z~j;';J.1 ~~, ~OWg:Pll~I!" •• ~~~~l~!\ ~~ .$.'\W,\ , '<;n. 
----0 The Proposition : '<_ the Playboy -; Club -In Boston· . - . ' .. 
Joe Walsh 
March:6" t c." • -.- -'" ~".;·lJj.mmYWithersP.9on-F,eb".3~~ .A.$k$-:~; ,,~ BRAT~t:EP·~;-'~··:.:c-;·· 
. -~~ B~~y ~_t\th~(q~?t ~?"Y.~9~,c~'!i' -> W,Qm:e~ j~' L~~e ;." ;'.::" ._ . SYMPHONY HALL 2~ !IampshireSt., .IJ:?llan Sq.". 
Cainbridge . , become a Key' holder .tonight.. Sunday, Bloody-Sunday . 
Queen/Lynyrd Skynyrd Leonard C O~l'!..__ ". _ 
Feb. 16 -' ~ - - - .. -. - ~-" Feb.·:::-9:' 
Info: 876-0088 
- -~ '.' ';" " .,' ~ HARVARD &QVARE 





Herbie Hancock/The Head 
Hunters 
Feb. 16 
HOLIDAY INN (Rt. #1, Peabody) 
Maynard Ferguson & orchestra 
Feb 9-10 






(Feb. 3-4) .. 
AHMAD'JAIiAL 
The Boston Ballet presents an 
Experiment in Dance . Eleven 
performers will be given between 
Feb. 6-16 at the National Theatre, 
in the Boston Theatre for the arts. 
concurrent exhibition of bold 
geometrically patterned Navajo 
weavings. This Soutwestern .art 
reached its height in the second 
half of the 19th century. The 36 
weavins, from the mu eurns 
collection have been supplements 
by loans from Boston area 
collectors institutions . 
•
• ' QR.-.AJC_, 'IIII!I_~.: .o'.de ___ ----.. .ftb. U~16 
·· .. REDIlIa .... 
FEl.13·16 " -' '. 
More info 542-3945. 
At the Boston Museum of Fine 




with the purchase of a JUMBO J A<X 
t--------------------------, :t'RE.E DELUXE HAMBURGER 1_ OPEN 24 
I ~with this coupon) and'the purchase: HOUH.!S 
: of a JUMBO JACK or JUMBO JACK : 20% discount 
I W rrH UfEESE . I 
I I on all 
I offer good until _Feb. 23, 1975 at I 
: JAtl( In the BOX : telephone 
Feb. 17·13 
MOSE ALLISON 




The Godfather II 






A For Everyman Coffee House 
Note-
Feb 7. 8:00 p.m. 
Michael Patrick Shea 
folk and blues 
well known-at coffeehouseS in 
the Providence/Newport area 
1st appeared il1' Bridgewater 
last semester with Sammy 
Haynes - was greatly enjoyed and 
asked back again to have a nite o~ 
hlsown. . 
It's been so long since I've 
dropped off any info. I'll fill in 
. basics ,_ 
Location- Ye Olde Parrish Hall -
Cedar St. 
. Behind BSC Ad Building 
Bottomless cup of coffee 25~ 
Admission $1.00 
Well, that's all I can think of 





By Keith Crochiere 
Time was when Paul s 
Mall/Jazz Workshop were of-
fering high quality, avante gard . 
music to people in the Boston 
area. Beside this, they were 
presenting their entertainment in 
a pleasant and relaxing at-
mosphere. Not so any longer. 
People are uncomfortably 
crammed and jammed into the 
low ceilinged, hot, stuffy club. 
One has no way of knowing what 
the legal capacity is, but the large 
number of sardine spectator s 
(and not all wearing Dial) most 
surely constituted a fire hazard. 
From a foot off the stage, ex-
tending to the three surrounding 
walls it was mu: -rmuring mass 
'of heads and faces. 
Encore applause was not to be 
found as he lurched off thestage 
and through the crowd. It really 
didn't seem to change what 
Despite starting about 45 
minutes late, the first show 
nonetheless ended as scheduled. 
Very close to eleven that crowd 
had quickly fled for the cool air of 
the open street, and more were 
. waiting patiently to be packed in. 
By the way, don't bother trying to 
get your ,n drinks at the bar. 
They insist you rely on your 
waitress for refreshments. 
Hwefer, glare .... she'll wait' to be 
tipped to her satisfaction. But 
protest not, for you'll surely die of 
thirst. 
Chris Smithers stumbled onto 
stage first, and it was sad. No one 
seemed to be listening as this 
erstwhile folk singer reminised 
revolution and Thoreau. In fact, 
most seemed even embarrased. 
Either by or for him. Clapping 
non- committedly between songs, 
people . returned to the more 
pressing business of discussing 
last Wednesday nite's T.V. 
programs. Chris Smithers was 
only physically on stage behind 
his guitar. 
people were doing, his leaving I 
mean. They just kept talking, 
switching from one un-
comfortable position to the next. 
Martin MULLWAS A WHOLE 
NEW WORLD. Introducing the 
band in order of importance 
himself first na turally, the focus 
of this show's humour sang out in 
"a little number of ours" loosen 
up. 
MarJy, he says its OK for his 
fans to call him that, is very 
concerned with where young 
peoples heads are. What they're 
into, because he wants to sing 
their message. "Love, thats what 
it is. And those good vibrations 
that come from it. Theits what its 
all about, so I brought this." 
The plastic vibrator that he 
holds up is pro officially labled, 
"for relief of tension" but proved 
a most adequate guitar slide, " ... 
I knew it, I just knew it'd sound 
like Hendrix when i turned it on! '. 
Seated as usual, and in 
traditional three-piece suit, he 
cajoled, parodied and snickered 
the ntght away with a guile that'd 
make Monty Hall jealous. 
Priding himself on playing 
what the "kids" like he proceeded 
into rock 'n roll part II.,' Donning a 
spiffy cap and rechuigular"shades 
he funked around with an old Sam 
and Dave song. Most everthing 
felt the sting of his gleeful satires, 
the crowd being' most ap-
preciative regarding his in-
sinuendos about Pauls Mall. 
Perhaps one of the most en-
joyable tangents of Martin MU.l1s' 
maniacle humour, is the high 
quality mus,i'che blends with it. 
Backed up by five more then 
adequate musicians, this jester 
seems to play good music by 
accident. But it seems so much 
like the clown who must be. 
serious in order to make his 
buffoonery most effective. If Mull 
wasn't a very skilled 
musician/writer/ar ranger, he'd 
never be able to sound even half 
as terrible as he manages to be. 
Though he has been funnier, he 
was still the saving grace to an 
otherwise disaterous and most 
uncomfortable evening. Cultural 
critiques like "Normal" and 
"Flexible" where his last vew 
tunes before he contrived the 
willing audience into calling 
more, more as they left the stage. 
Le st, they be forgotten, this 
sardine audience was most 
responsive with sing-a-longs and 
did a fine tapping solo in his "big 
band swing number." 
After a long encore the clean 
cut, Burt Parks like dopper and 
deranged personage of Martin 
Mull, and his fabulous (uniture, 
thanked us for the clap and 
departed. He's a unique ex-
perience, even under adverse 
conditions that popularity and 
advantae e had wrought on the 
spectators in Palls Mall (and one 
I might add that is available quite 
reasonably ... oh well ... ) 
The first crowd floundered onto 
the street above as the second 
waited to be shaffled into place. 
The Towering Inferno 
by .Bill Swift 
This is the latest in the long. 
never ending series of "disas1 er" 
films, that have all-star casts and 
multi million dollar budgets. It is 
by far the best of them. Producer 
Irwin Allen (of the Poseidon 
Adventure) has pulled all stops on 
this picture. 
The story conoerns . the tallest 
building which on opening night 
catches fire. During the three and 
one half hours of the show 
fireman Steve McQueen and 
architect Paul Newman race to 
save the lives of the people 
trapped in the penthouse. 
The special effects are 
terrifying and' keep you on the 
edge of your seat. Almost 
everything is used as shoCk 
treatment and rarely, if ever, 
fails. If they don't get Oscared for 
these effects, it will be due only to 
the Academy. 
The acting, from the likes of 
Faye Dunaway, William Holden, 
Robert Vaughn, Robert Wagner. 
Susan Blakely, Richard Cham-
berlain and O. J. Simpson is 
~niformly good. (They all are 
believable in their charac-
terizations. A phenomenon in 
movie history) Three members 
of the cast, however, do stand out 
above the others and deserve to 
be singled out. First, Fred 
Astaire, making a rare ap-
pearance, has a field day as a con 
man; whose heart is not really in 
his work. He should cop an Oscar 
for it. His would-be victim, until 
they fall in love, Jennifer Jones, 
making her screen comeback, has 
some of the films finest moments. 
Sbe has real audience contact 
and makes it work for her. 
Prohably the finest dram~tic 
showing comes from Susan 
Flannery, of the days of Our Lives 
soaper. Even though her ap-
pearance is brief, she spells out 
talent with every gesture and she 
dies a glorious believable death 
that has the audience completely 
engrossed in it. 
Without a doubt "The 
Towering Inferno" will be one of 
the biggest money makers of the 
year. It is a must-see film and is 
well worth the lines and the cash. 
MV RD ElfrJN,liiiJimmeRt 
'UR1E1V1~ 
·7 I , ~ 
by Sir Reginald Marsden EXPRESS 
We British have a reputation for 
being pompous· but recent in-
telectual movements designed to 
criticize pomposity as a form of 
social prejudice have left us with 
very little to be pompous about. 
Frankly, I was beginning to 
worry. 
Fortunately, Sidney Lumet's 
MURDER. ON THE ORIENT 
EXPRESS provides m~ with an 
excellent opportunity. 
First of all, there is little doubt 
that from an American viewpoint, 
ORIENT EXPRESS is a fine 
motion picture. It is impeccably 
(Ahem) slick, sensitively 
photographed and brilliantly 
acted. On the basis of this, I 
would have a tendency to agree 
with the majority of American 
critics who have lavishly praised 
the film. However, in addition to 
the qualities listed above, 
ORIENT EXPRESS is, at times, 
a dreadful bore. 
; Those of us familiar with Miss 
CRISTIE'S WORK AND IN 
PARTICULAR, WITH THE 
EXPLOITS OF Hercule Poirot, 
are less than satisfied with 
filmdoms interpretation of . his 
essential character and further 
. can find no comparison between 
the quality of the film and the 
story upon which it was based. 
Much of the magic inherent in 
Agatha Christie's work is based 
on the murder that lurks in the 
heart of innonence~ Within her 
novels, one finds impending doom 
in an English drawing room over 
tea or in the routine departure of a 
train. 
There is nothing. routine about 
the filmic departure of the Orient 
I~xpress .. From the frozen pages 
of a newspaper relating the story 
This Valentine's 
Week ... Reach 
and TOuch Her 
with flowers. A . 
red sail n heart. 
And a vial of 
FTD's exc1u-
siveJoie 
de Fleur™ .• 
Perfume. 
What could 
that will eventually be the gist of 
the mystery (no secret) to the 
queer looks being exchanged, to 
the strong focus on the arrival of 
each suspect. There is no doubt 
that something is going to happen. 
The subsequent murder and 
investigation are anticlimactic 
and as mentioned before, tedious. 
The film lacks subtlety, so 
essential to Christie's work 
(despite normal expe.ctatons 
based on the very title and her 
reputation for mysterious 
skullduggery) . One would hope 
that a film based on her work 
would utilize some subtlety but 
unfortunately, in this case, it just 
does not happen. 
ORIENT EXPRESS extricates 
itself from the mire by virtue of 
some brilliant performances by 
Ingrid Bergman, John Gielgud 
and Wendy Hiller (to mention 
only a few). Albert' Finney as 
Monsieur Poirot, though at times 
inaccurate (Dame Chrisite, has 
over the years made her ob-
jections to various portrayal of 
. Poirot, this one included) IS 
CONSISTENT and pleasant in the 
role. 
In the "Credit-where-credit-is 
due" Department, one should also 
include some fine 
cinematography, interesting 
visual effects and if not good, at 
least noteworthy and competent 
direction by Sidney Lumet. 
As my English vision proceeds 
downward from my nose, I 
suggest that. ORIENT EXPRESS 
will be a disappoinJm.eIlt to avid 
Christie' fans, discouraging to 
those who might be interested in 
her work and infinitely 
fascinating to those who know 
nothing about her. 




l:entral Square 697 .. 6937 
The .Earth Science and Geography Dept. and the . 
Earth Science and Geography Dub 
will start the spring lect~e series on ~ ed.,_ f~eh. 12. Tim B~~ker will speak of! 
""Color in the U'niverse,'Spectral AnalYSIS of Gaseous Nebula. The lect~e WIll start 
at 7: · 30 in the library lecture Hall. Refreshnlents will he served at 7: 00 In 
room 301 of the Science Building. 
8 The Comment 'February 6, 1975" 





Many of the radio stations 
around the country (including 
WBIM) claim that their format is 
progressive rock. In many cases, 
this just means a deviance from 
AM and a rehash of the same old 
materials from the same old 
performers. 
Making progressive music 
requires that the performer 
should make the music progress. 
He, himself, making progress 
would not be considered 
progressive rock. 
The most progressive gestures 
made in rock music today are by 
the use of elctronic equipment 
electronic music equipment. 
Emerson,Lake and Palmer; Yes 
and King Crimson have been at 
the forefront of this movement 
since its' inception. Few albums 
go out today without a touch of 
synthesizer, mellotron or other 
such instruments. It has become 
commonplace. Even old hard 
rock superstars like the Who, 
Rolling Stones and LED Zeppelin' 
have turned heavily into rock with 
an electro~ic flair. 
by Candy Coburn 
As the clock on the wall strikes 
1: 00, the lounge becomes filled to 
standing room only, and the 
television is turned on. Hundreds 
of eyes are glued to the con-
tinuing adventures of Phill and 
Tara in ALL MY CHILDREN. 
All watch intensly a Phil'a tall 
dark Vietnam veteran in his mid 
20s stands nervously in a phone 
both at the other end stands Tara, 
a tall woman of the same age, 
whos relationship with Phill has 
built up quite a calender of 
even ts; illegitma te childbirth, 
elopement, and wartime 
seperation. 
What is it about these slow 
moving, mellow-dramas that so 
many 
college students find captivating? 
A Boston psychiatrist offered one 
explanation, that students today, 
are going through what he ter-
med a process of "in-
ternalization," that is putting 
more emphasis on development 
within themselves and less on the 
"idealistic bandwagons", of a few 
years ago. He feels that soap 
operas portray life in a realistic 
sence, with· characters and 
situations that are easily iden-
tifyable. 
Daytime drama has had a 
remarkable facelift within the 1st 
few years. Into the world of ex-
ploding passion, and clutiching 
drama, contemporary issues 
have been introduced. Istead of 
catering to the middle aged 
housewife, the concentration is 
now directed toward the youn( and 
their problems. 
In general most regular 
campus serial watchers are 
underclassmen, whose interest 
was first initiated in high school. 
A Boston College biology major 
feels that"most females in our 
society still hover toward 
romantic illusions and the soap 
operas spoon feed them with 
foolish fantasies." (You will be 
pleased to note that as soon as this 
student uttered his last word, a 
bolt of lightening came zinging 
from the heavens and dolted him-
she's on our side, girls!) An 
Emerson College com-
munications major believes that 
the rising popularity in soap 
operas comes from being able to 
concentrate on someone else's 
probles instead of dealing with 
their own. A Boston College coed 
feels that soap operas move "as 
slow as life itself." A day in 
daytime drama is much like a day 
in a real ife situatuon, whereas, 
evening televisi<;m is compressed 
to 30 minutes. 
The basic storyline of the soap 
opera is addiction in itself. The 
situation that began yesterday 
will go unresolved for months, 
and ypu spend that same amount 
of time waiting for the dituation to 
be resolved. 
As the hands of the clock move 
to 1: 30, Tara and Phil hanging up, 
quiet muttering can be heard 
around the room. "What does he 
want from her now? She thought 
he was gone from her life 
forever." 
For the faithful one show 
viewers, the television is turned 
off until tomorrow at 1:00: FOR 
MOST, HOW~VER, THE 
STATION IS TURNED TO 
CATCH ANOTHER SAGA. 
Many people felt that .. Rick 
Wakeman's departure from Yes 
last spring signalled the demise of 
the group.' The' addition of 
PATlRIICKMoraz, a Swiss 
keyboard player' (formerly' of 
Refugee) has dispelled such talk. 
Women's Group 
by Catherine Boyle 
Are you a member of that 
previously unrecognized minority 
group at ~SC: i.e., female, either 
married, formerly married or 
single, returning to the role of 
student after some time away 
. from it? If so, you may be releved 
to know that BSC has joined the 
mainstream of women today by 
acknowledging our special needs 
as students. Through the efforts 
of Rose Breslin, Dean of Students, 
and Daniel Diethelm, Director of 
Counseling, a meeting of all in-
terested women was held in the 
Student Union at 11:00 on Janary 
21st. Although notification 
through mailing had been 
somewhat limited, the turnout 
was great and the enthusiasm of 
the group clearly reinforced the 
timeliness of such a gathering. 
The group overflowed with ideas, 
thoughts, feelings, and much 
support to offer to ach other. The 
need and desire for an ongoing 
group was established. It was 
evident that we would all benefit 
from meeting with one another on 
a regular basis. The next step is 
to define our goals and ex-
pectations and begin to structure 
our group. We hope you will help 
us. If you were unable to attend 
the first meeting, or wer not in-
formed of it, please come to our 
next meeting, Tuesday, "Feb. 
4th, 11:00 a.m" Room 2, Student 
Union. We all look forward to 
~i.ng you. 
it GRADING -GOOD OR BAD ?l) 
.((GETTJ~G A JOB ATI-lDM£ 
OR ABROAD)) 
o 
These are the lopic.S 40 be 
discussed by , 
CARL E~ SCI1NE/D£.R 
of Ma65achuseJ.ls feacher.s Assoc, 
af a lec.J.ure 6pcnsored blj 
SNEA 
1Ue6daYJ l=eb. lItb 
11:00 AM""/Z:OO 
S.U. 13a IIroorn 




Yes first achieved widespread 
popularity on their first album 
with Wakeman entitled Fragile 
(including their hit - Roun-
dabout). Since then it hs become 
the fashion to criticize them 
because of their current style 
which is unlike that in evidence on 
the Fragile album. Wakeman's 
disenchantment with their 
musical direction caused his split 
and he is currently reaching 
superstar status by continuing 
that Fragile style. 
Yes, now with Jon Anderson, 
Steve Howe, Chris Squire, Alan 
White and Moraz have released a 
Single album effort entitled 
Relayer. Sizewise, it is like Close 
to the Edge, with one composition 
taking up a complete side and two 
half side compositions filling out 
the rest 'of the album. 
The. long composition is en-
titled "The Gates of Delurium" 
and is basically a song about war. 
It opens with a' keyboard 
background by Moraz, carries 
through the lyrics and erupts into 
a fine intrumental section. The 
instrumental smacks of violence 
but is not blatant as . to use· 
sumulated bombs etc.. All this is 
topped . off with a nice melody 
written by Howe. 
Side Two opens with "Sound 
Chaser", apiece' that is hard to 
listen to at first, is written by 
Moraz and interestingly enough is 
problably the most progressive as 
far as music goes .. The second· 
song on side two is my personal 
favorite, "To be Over'\ a 
beautiful ballad type number. 
_ featuring skillful harmonies by 
. the group and good slide guitar 
work by Howe. 
Seaking of Howe, he is my 
main complaint of the. album. 
This album is far more guitar~ 
oriented than any !n the past, 
partially due to the fact that a 
portion of it was recorded before 
Moraz joined the group. _ He 
technically good but comes off a . 
good deal sounding like plane 
wasted noise. The other complnt I 
have is that Alan White, the 
drummer, doesn't belong in the 
group. As a replacement for Bill 
Bruford, he is a poor substitute 
and seems to spend most of the .' 
album hammering in-
discriminately .. 
Unless you have listened to the . 
group· all along and you enjoy 
their music, you will find that the 
first time you liste,g to this album 
your' chances of. appreciating it 
for its musical worth are slim. 
The thing that perplexes me about . 
this album fs why they have their 
names over the wrong pictures' on ". 
~. the inside. It's a gift to be simple. 
First American Mi#ion 1842 University of Itbtre Dame 
II ~(lJJlIIIIIHitll (II meN 
serVINg 
IHe ((lII/JllIIHilu (1/ lHaN 
"WhMl:_ .ra·, .. lfy hone t Ith . .. 6ur ~ ..... all that reall~ :eIO outrselves we must adf1J{t ~ 
our ~ that CMterml' . n9 0 us. So It Is- how \IN ...... 
deep" belief that onres what kind of .men we are, It f. Iftv Cesar:Ch.vez y by giving our lives do we find Ilfe.Jo 
• ~:~ckC;lJine you to break free from tn. rock, that hold. 
: Is H. calltng you fa give. your life in order fafina it? 
Is H. calling you to the' Holy Crou Community? 
February·· 6. 1975 The Comment 9 , 
The Apple Tree 
Mark Cartier. 
The casts are rehearsing every 
night . und~r the direction of 
Robert Friedman, professor of S 
Dept. of Speech and Theatre, with 
the help of student director and 
stage manager Jim Hinds. The 
production promises to be a fine 
evening of entertain!1lent and 
humor. Remember those dates. 
The curtain· rises at 8: 15 p.m. in 
the Student Union ADITORIUM. 
Look for tickets to be on sale Feb. 
18th. We"lliook forward to seeing 
you there. 
Program Committee 
Survey N THE NIGHTS OF Feb. 27, 28 
and March 1st, the Bridgewater 
State College Drama Club will 
present its production of the 
Musical comedy Tbe Apple Tree. 
The show ran on Broadway in the 
late sixties and starred Alan Aida 
(of T.V.'s M.A.S.H.), . Barbara 
Harris, and LRRY Bhyden. The 
show has three acts and· each one 
revolves around a different man-
woma,n relationship. The first is 
"the diary of Adam and Eve" 
based on a short story by Mark 
Twain. The second is "The lady 
or the tiger" based on a short 
story by Frank R. Stockton. The 
third is "Passionella" based on a 
st~oy by Jules Feiffer. Music and 
Lyrics by Jerry Bock and Sheldon 
Harnick (of Fiddler on the Roof 
fame.) 
On Broadway, the threee stars 
played all the leading roles but 
the Bridgewater production will 
have three separate and exciting 
casts. 
Cast for "Adam and Eve" in-
cludes Karen Hantzes, Eve; 
Dennis O'Neil, Adam; Mark 
Carier, Snake. Cast for "Tbe 
Lady or the TIGER" INCLUDES 
Helena Antilla, Princess Bar-
bara; Barry Lew, Capt. Sanjar; 
Craig Carey, Balladeer; Steve 
Martin, King Arik; Donna 
Borges, Nadjira. Chorus 
-members are Paula Agnew, 
Susan Hyle, Judy Shore, Linda 
Homes, JUt dy Murry, Carol 
BLDWIN, Jeanne Deangelis, 
Chris Pariseau, Charles Mainini, 
Steve Burke, Bill Swift, Brian 
McNanara, Chris Yukna,Jim 
"Passionella" cast inClUdeS 
Cheryl . Buskey, Ella and 
Passio~ella; Jeff Entwistle, Flip, 
the Prince charming; Chris 
Yukna, narrator. Chorus 
members are Carmayne 
McKenzie, Lorraine Bell Pat 
Stanley, Liz Dzaugis, Jan~ Laf-
fey, Steve Burke, Chris Pariseau, 
Bill SWIFT, Brian McNamara and 
Choral Festival 
The first Massachusetts State 
College Choral Festival will be 
held on March 14 and 15 at 
Bridgewater State College. The 
Festival is founded and organized 
by Dr. Theadore C. Davidovich, 
Assistamt Proffessor of Music and 
Director of the Bridgewater· 
Choral Sciety. 
Eight state colleges will par-
ticipate: Bridgewater, Fit-
chburg) _ Framingham, Lowell, 
North Adams, Salem, Westfield, 
. and Worcester. Lowell(now 
raised to university status) and 
Westffield are the only two with 
undergraduate programs for 
Music Majors. The two-day event 
I will bring together over 400 State 
College students who share a 
common interest on the per-
formance of choral music. The 
Festival performances will be run 
on a rotating schedule to enable 
every participant to hear each 
performance. All Festival events 
will be held in the Student Union 
Auditorium. 
The Festival is not a com-
petition, but an opportunity for 
students from different 
Mas sac h use t t s _, S tat e 
C. ULLEGES TO HEAR WHAT 
KINDS OF CHORAL EX-
PERIENCES ARE OFFERED 
AT THEIR "sist,er" colleges. 
This will mark the first time that 
virtually all the State Colleges will 
perform for each other in a single 
setting. 
On Friday evening, March 14, at 
8:15 p.m., Bridgewater will 
present a gola host-night concert. 
Three choral groups will per-
form: the Woman's Glee, directed 
by Dr. Maxine Asselin; the 
Chorale and Chamber Singers, 
directed by Dr. Davidovich. 
Professor Gerald Mack, 
Director of Choral Activities at 
Hartt College of Music, will be 
guest conductor for the Fessival. 
On Saturday afternoon, 
Prefessor Mack will give a clinic 
rehearsal involving all the par-
ticipants. The finale will be a 
"read-through" performance led 
by Professor Mack. 
The Festival will be publicized 
as an extended eelebration of the 
March 13 Music In OurSchols 
da y. Further information 
regarding Festival details can be 
obtained by . contaction Dr. 
Dav~ctovich at his office in Tilly 
basement, 697-8321, ext. 291. 
Ed Note: The Jolly Giant of with pride and enthusiasm (in the 
Journalism spririted this article wake of the giant's defeat) that 
from our sight last week and it is . we bring itto· you(unexpurgated) 
this week. 
The Student Union Program 
Committee conducted an En-
tertainment Survey last wee.' The 
survey results will help the En~ 
tertainment Subcommittee plan 
the concerts that we do here at 
Bridgewater State in the future. 
The survey itself consisted of 3 
questions; 
1. Would you pay $5.00-$6.00 to 
see one of the following groups?: 
Poco 
Dave Mason Commander Cody 
Marshall Tucker Tower of Power 
2. List two groups you would 
like to see here at Bridewater: 
3. Please check one of the 
following; 
2 large concerts* 
1 large and 4 mini** 
8 mini concerts 
*large concert - tickets more 
expensive, bigger name. 
**mini concert - tickets cheaper, 
names less known. 
The results of the survey were: 
1. total 402 
yes 349 
no 53 
students are willing to pay a 
higher price. 
2. Five top groups requested: 
The Eagles 




3. Type of future concerts: 
total 198 
2 large concerts - 120 
1 large concert and 4 mini - 73 
8 mini concerts - 5 
It looks like the students are -
asking for 2 large concerts 
per/year, with a higher' ticket 
price with the stipulation that the 
group will be one of the more 
popular groups within the 
budgeting power of the Program 
Committee. 
Thank you for your help with 
theconcertSRVEY. We hope that 
you will enjoy the second 
semester's programming. 
r,----.--.------ .. , 
I· Here'! $255 for a free Shrimp I 
I ap~etlzer and a baked potato I 
Bring in this coupon. 
I It'll pay for a delicious Rock Shrimp Tail appetizer and a large Idaho baked potato ( with I sour cream and ·chives) when you order our Prime Rib of Beef au Jus. Create your own salad, too, at Emersons endless salad bar. And pile on all the hot French, 
I rye, and pumpernickel bread you want. I This complete dinner would normally cost $8.50 .. But with this coupon it's only $5.95. Thru March 15. 
I Now isn't this the kind of coupon to clip! I Coupon must be presented before ordering. Offer limited to one per customer. 
I ~~()~~urri I 
I Cocktails, wine, and beer available at modest prices. I Open for lunch 11 :30 'tiI2:30~ *Framingham- 1280 Worcester Road (Route 9)-879-5102 
Peabody-Routes 1 & 128 N-535-0570 I I Ne~ton-l J 14 Beacon Street at 4 Comers-965-3530 Lawrence-75 Winthrop Avenue (Route 114)-687-1191 Randolph-493 High Street (Routes 28 & 128)-986-4466 
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·Good & Bad For College Grads 
FfW'JKLY SPEAKING .... by phil frank 
.. j)' 0 
o 0 
CONGRATULATION6 AND WELCOME 
TO Tl-tE COLD CRUEL ~R.Lt> of klEALlTI.{! 
cps' -The good news for the 
college grads seeking em-
ployment is that this year's job 
outlook will only be a little worse 
than last year's. The bad news is 
that lastyearis opportunities 
were the worst since World War 
II. 
Just how bad the job market is 
depends on two factors: your 
chosen field and your ex-
pectations. 
Most surveys agree that 
chemical, mechanical and 
electrical engineers (in that or-
der) will have the least trouble 
finding jobs in their field, and that 
professionals in accounting, 
sales, and computer 'systems 
remain in demand by job 
recruiters. 
All other areas, according to a 
survey of 701 employment 
orginizations taken by the College 
Placement Council (CPC), show 
declines in anticipated hiring: 
Sciences, mathematics and other 
technical openings are down 12%; 
business is down 11%, other non-
technical openings are down three 
per cent and unclassified jobs are 
down six per cent. 
Hiring by state and federal 
governme~ts is, however, ex-
pected to be about the same as 
last year. In its fall newsletter the 
Civil Service Commission said 
that last year more than 12,000 
, liberal arts and other 
"generalist" candidates were 
hired out of a total 22,600 new jobs 
and that hiring should increase to 
23,000 in 1975 although budget 
cutbacks could reduce that 
number. 
Women and minorities will 
continue to have an employment 
edge in white collar jobs, ac-
cording to a 1974-75 national 
recruiting trend survey by 
Michigan state University's 
placement services. The MSU 
survey found that the 220 
businesses, industries, govern-
mental agencies and educational 
institutions which responded will 
emphasize hiring of women and 
minorities. 
Elementary and secondary 
level school teachers should again 
be feeling the job pinch. Last 
September 221,000 beginning 
teachers were competing for only 
118,000 jobs, according to the New 
York Times. ' 
The Incredible Shrinking Span 
by W. B. Park Unlike most 
of his contemporaries, W. W. 
Harkwell could honestly be. 
described as a man of few words. 
His sermons at the Church of the 
Heavenly· Happening were short, 
succinct, and filled with thought~ 
provoking ideas. Deeply involved 
in the problems of the day, D. 
Harkwell never hesitated to tell it 
like it is. Now, for the past 
:several years, Dr. Harkwell had 
noticed a growing restlessness in 
his congregation. After the first 
few minutes of his sermoj$, he 
could feel the, people's' attention 
begin to wane. 'They would thumb 
noisily through the hymnals and 
draw zodiac diagrams on the back 
word games in the balcony. The 
elderly (and the not so elderly) 
< talked in their 
sleep, and small children chased 
one another up and down the 
aisle~ and sailed paper gliders 
,folded from 
church programs. Every 
of the offertory envelopes. 
Sunday it seemed to grow worse. 
Dr. Harkwell began to innovate, 
desperately searching for means 
of keeping their attention. One 
service he set up a large cnavas 
and painted a Jackson Pollock-, 
style painting .withhideden 
religious clues. Instead 'of organ 
music, he took to using a 
glockenspiel. He made the appeal 
for the offering in tongue, 
._ .. He led an ecological mass in the 




wouldn't you rather come with us? 
La!lt year ovor :wo,ooo studl'nt~ summered in Europe. And the 
travelwise flew on charter5 because it costs about HALFl 
This yebr a j - 6 week ticket to London is $512.; ~ - J 
weeker $51)7. And its $767. 'for over six week:; from New 
York. (That'!; what the airlines say now. l.azt year there 
were t.wo unrorr:-a~it. in(!rease~1!) 
Not, ollly d" ,'U1I I'll' with us at half but you can just abuut 
have your ('tWice (11' dat.e!] for4, 5, 6, '1, 8, 9, 1t1 week uu1'-
ation ,tlJrill,~ Lt,., ~unlmpr. Arid all you have to do to qualify 
in :IH;el'V~ yO'll' ,,<'at "OW hy ,·;ending $lGlO. r'epo51t, plu,i $10. 
t'egl,:tr';)1,lon /'",". linde,' recently new 1I. t:. Government rel:-
ulat.1DJ:.· we ml,,'t clIhmit all flight parUelpant, nam"" an'! 
full payment, >,j xt.:. uay,; hafor" each flight" If Y"U ta~" LIl!' 
.Iune.ll - Auguu, )'1 flight too Lr.ndon 1'01' exawple, depoGit. ,.,,-
[}prv"" your ""'it. ant! April 1, you mlO(1 the $19,!, tJll1a[lcp.. 
.JU!lL orle pri,',. 'I'm' nil l'li!!;hL' whether you pick a w8ekend 
rleparlllf'" ($l'o. "xu'" "II tile r'Jgular far" air] ins::) or peak 
!lCS:.iuti :,urcha t'p,.! ,I,. te. 
~1c) .If)nll 1'01' Ulll' ('I,.Jlllp l .. t ,_. ,~r:hetlll) e, or· to .he :..jUT'P. or ynUl" re-
:il)t".'1lr.i,1cl IhIW, Hni I ';!'Iir' rh'pu:;;jt forollP of ~11!1' .t to ~. WfH;y.ly 
llt?part.llt'c;;. fl'ulII .hOlt t Ilc-purl. :jf~JlLpmbel". .1u:iL ~;pec lfy Ull' wE:!'ek 
YIlU W!llIt til t t'~~~"! :HI,I flU' how lOH,~.. Yuu will rr:~(dvf,! YOllr 
e)(~ et. (~att; '~{dlj' l. "'flid. h)f! .'Hld r'f?('p i I't bj' rr!t IJt'n rna It.. A jJ (tltr 
flllr}lt ~I [ln~ '/\;1 III! 11 '·(~f'tirtl:,'jl.l-'o. I;. ::. (;(}VUf"rWIl!lil. ~:I.alldur"d 
jd, :till! :Ill l'll',:f, el;I: ': :11' ,'v iCt!. ~'l'f,'1J Loon"'1 th',r', :n'\,) 1011,,', 
~.:ttJdftlit t i ir:tJt..: t .• "j I I 1".1 i't.: "f Lh .. r.1,nt. i Burlt. l'rf!tlu;;Jlt .It!:' 
pnrt.ur'c:l ano ':1(1:1,'. ,~, .', r ",IT the r'f!tTUiar" 'i'i:lr'!. . 
RE"PllDl Ie AIR SYSTEMS INT~"NAT'ONAL 
600 - 22) - 5)69 
(TOLL FREE) 
Charter flying is 
the biggest bargain 
in air travel today 
Staff Meetin) 
1'ues.l?eb. 11 at 11 I1.m. 
WIN~ . HE USED ? Chateau 
Mouton Rothschild '59. As a 
result of bis titanic efforts his 
; church was more packed than 
'ever, but the problem was st .. ) 
there. The people just couldn't 
keep their minds on what he was 
,saying. Dr. Harkwell noticed 
the same thing at various services 
and meetings' dUring the week. 
The finance, educational, 
bUilding, recreational, main-
tenance and· visitatiof!, com-
.mitteeS:. would all begin their· 
meetings,. lose, ~teres~ .a~4 break 
up into little' groups excbanging 
recipes._ sport news, and ~candal. 
During prayers it was in-
possible to hear anything but the 
rustle of newspapers and the snip 
of nail clippers. And in Dr. 
R • 1 d 
There is a unique service 
available to the college com-
munity that perhaps many people 
are not aware of at all, or, at best, 
do not fully understand. The 
service is provided by the college 
community, for the college 
. community, and adopted and 
sponsored by the S. U. Program 
Cpmmitee. It is available through 
the 'Ride Board'. 
Its con~ept is, simple and you 
might wonder why it hasn't been 
instituted before now. In effect 
the program organizes and 
centralizes ~tudent. faculty, 
administration, and staff needs 
for~utomobile transportation. or 
defraying the -.ost of such tran-
sportation. Whether you would 
like to visit a friend at U. Mass in 
Amherst but don't have a car, or 
you are interested in attending a 
Broadway show in New York but 
need to take on riders to cut travel 
expenses; you might resolve your 
,dilemma by using the "Ride 
Board". 
Located on the second florr of 
the J Unionacros's from the 
Bookstore, the Board consists of a 
map of New England, New York, 
and New Jersey with their major 
cities. Next to it is a list of 52 
,Harkwell's counseling sessions, 
.there it was again. ID the midst of 
'describing the most horrendous 
problesms, people would begin to 
proudly elucidate their three-year 
old's progress in swimming class~ 
Weddings, funerals, christenings 
.... the,-same disturbing lack of 
interest and concentration, the 
same inability to focus 
violinists wandered off the stage 
'in the middle of their cadenza and 
went next door for a hamburger. 
Surgeons would take off for the 
golf course, neglecting to sew up 
their patients. Governesses 
forgot where they left the child. 
B-52 bombardier forgot to 
, presS' their button. 
Mayors ceased to 
attention on anything for more administer. 
than 'a few moments; Dr. Governors ceased to govern. 
Harkwell began to really PresidentS ceased to 
. study the problem_ He· ,preseide;. What's tlrl!!'lnatter 
,found it ~manifestllOt only in . with.ypqpeople;Dr .. HarkeweU 
church activities but 10, in every· wanted to ·lmow.Things are 
possibl~ walk of. life. BUS coming apart at the seams, he 
DRIVERS WOULD ABANDON said. Doesn't anyone ctlre? 
THEIR BUSES IN TRAFFIC NO,: . no one cared. They had 
AND HEAD FOR AN ICE lost interest. And tlien one day 
HOCKEY GAME. ·Concert a very unusual event toOk place. 
The end of the world. 
e Board 
cities and towns in southeastern 
Mas s.· AND SUBURBAN B-
OSTON. 
Use of the Board requires filling 
out a green (car available) or 
yellow (ride need) card with your 
name, address, and telephone 
number, and specifying your 
destination and date and time 'you 
wish to depart; then placing it on 
the appropriate hook either on the 
map or next to the town listings. 
(directions for use are pos-fed" 
beneath the' "Board") 
THE 'Ride Bard' can be used 
for commuting purposes to the 
college and/or home and in this 
respect it supplements the 
Comment's Commuter Carpool. 
However it exceeds the car-
pooling idea by providing possible 
tranportation to areas in and 
around New England for weekend 
wanderers who wish, for 
whatever. reason, to get away' 
from the Dorm or home life. 
SU Program Committee 
presents 
a concert 
Tom Rush and Orphan 
Thurs. Feh. 6 at 3:30 
in SU And 
2 
one 
$3.00 a ticket 
per I-U-tickets 
I·U· per student 
How to 
from AAP STUDENT SERVICE 
The key to both success and 
enjoyment in college lies in your 
ability to use time wisely. In 
order to have fun while getting the 
most out of these years, you need 
to establish a pattern of good 
study habits and skills. Such 
habits and skills will help you get 
the necessary work done as the 
months and years go by, and you 
will handle exams with a 
minimum of stress and a 
maximum of achievement. 
Authorities in, education 
generally agree that successful 
preparation for an examination 
starts in the beginning .. of' each 
, term,· and . ,continues throughout. 
Si~covel'allsteps are suggested: 
,:!1 ';r 1", Make ,a; term,· study, plan 
2. Use good review techniques 
3.· Develop. a. confident· attitude , 
4. Organize pre-exam hours 
5. Pace the exam carefully 
6. Reassess yo.ur work 
MAKE A TERM STUDY PLAN 
At the beginning of each term 
develop a daily schedule that 
allows time for classpreparati.on,· 
study, review, recreation, eating 
and sleeping. Your ability to 
adhere to the plan will be a 
measure of your success. 
A study area, conducive to 
learning, is important. Make sure 
it has good light and all the tools 
you will need. Before the term 
starts, have on hand the texts, 
study guides, outlines, dic-
tionaries and reference books, 
paper, pads, notebooks and pens 
that will allow you to concentrate 
without interruption. 
Study and review differ from 
each other. As they are equally 
important, allocate time for both 
in your daily schedule. Stu~y 
refers to learning new materIal 
for the first time. Review is 
critical because it strengthens the 
retention of this new knowledge. 
Forgetting takes place most 
rapidly immediately after 
learning. Review and recall, 
therefore, is more effective soon 
after study. Following each class 
go over the main points for 10 to 15 
minutes to reinforce them in your 
memory. This makes revieW~ng 
for exams later a quicker, SIm-
pler task. 
Don't overtax your memory or 
stamina. Research shows that 
most people can absorb and 
retain just 50 much knowledge at 
one time. It's important to learn 
day by day, week by week. But 
each period of study scheduled 





into your work plan should be no 
longer than 1 or 1 1/2 hours, 
followed by some kind of 
recreation, meal or other activity. 
Take legible class and study 
. notes. Mark the margins and 
underline your textbooks 
throughout the ter.m and, you will 
be able to review for weekly 
quizzes or final exams with a 
minimum of strain. 
Review 
Techniques 
If you have applied 
ppHed yourself during the term, 
then preparing for exams is 
largely a question of review. The 
time needed is not as extensive as 
some students think -- provided 
you have been working con-
sistently. Review for weekly 
quizzes should take no more than: 
15 minutes, a mid-term hour 
. exam 2 or 3 hours, and a final 
examination 5 to 8 hours. 
Vx +51t1-45 
. -245/60!!!, 
reinforce the major ideas am 
important details. 
Summary notes can also servE 
as a self-test toward the end oj 
your preparation for exams. Put 
a sheet over each page and slowly 
uncover the first heading -- see H 
you can remember the main 
-points under it. As you go, ask 
yourself what, when etc. 
Try to predict the exam 
questions. Be alert throughout 
A typical night; 
atypical Dleeting 
Tuesdays night'S S,GA meeting was the most con-
troversial of the year The senate DISPLAYED worst· 
abuse~ OF Robert"s Rules of Order this writer has ever seen. 
Things got so bad that finally at ecactly 8:56 a I period of 
Executive Session was called for and the gallery was cleared. An 
hour later when the chamber doors reopened the meeting 
proceeded , minus the gallery (they ha.d all gone home). 
When the meeting adjourned for' the night and the Senators 
went their separate ways the following poem was found lying in 
the center of the horseshoe: 
Once upon a time in the land of Parlimentry procedure, there 
rested a horse shoe, and set'into that horseshoe were 26 naUs. 
As these nails were cast of iron 
subject to rust , and there fore 
the term to the empnasls in- quicl}ly than "others and were 
'structors put on certain topics, The hoof of the great beast to 
aspects or ideas. They often give was indeed dependant on it,for 
clues to points that are important Immense. Though it was told, the 
they were, from time to time, 
replacement. Some rusted more 
replaced more frequently. 
or particularly need review. run barefoot for centuries. 
which this horshoe was attached' 
the pat\:u of walking without it was 
ancestors of this great beast had 
Ask your professor what he At first the horseshoe func·tioned well, but as the years went 
recommends for pre-examination by it became cl~gged' with dirt arid stones so that; 'periodically, it . 
.' work. Use his comments as a . had "to -be' cleaned and the Tqsty nails replaced;" '! 
.. ' guide' but don't try' to outguess In time the shoe became SOc~ogg~q" ·a,nd· tpe m,li1~ •. so rusty 
,:. him. >; ;:f- .·~thafit fe'll ff01-hthe 'ho~{' : .. :~nd th~ beast kept. on walking ...... 
Group reviewing can be . 
"'''l1elt>ftit'' Bill it'stiO"hldn't take te ".~:. •. ..;.:..~- .. ,; 
.. ~~' place Of. work~ng ~m. y~~F .?wn. . m;~.~ Limit diSCUSSIOns of slgnifl:ant. 
r . . . ~ . than 4 or 5 people. . 
. . rr~:; ~ .,. i:;~t~:~~ ~~~!~ ~i:h q~:S!~~: -
. . \Y-/. A void cramming. If you have 
... ~ followed a regular schedule of 
study an9 review, you should not 
have to cram' the last day. 
Remember, forgetting takes 
place more rapidly right after 
Your preparation for a final 
should be carefully scheduled into 
the two weeks prior to exam day. 
Organize a schedule that does not 
interf.ere with your regular study 
for on-going classes. Beware of 
racing your motor. . Make sure 
you still allow time for rest and 
relaxation, with no longer than 1 
or 1 1/2 hours of review at one 
time. Yor mind needs breaks. 
Plan your review 
systematically and consistently. 
Go from main idea to main idea, 
using the textbook chapter 
headings or your instructor's 
term outline as a guide. Go from 
chapter notes to chapter notes or 
from class notes to cl~ss notes, 
recalling the important headings 
and ideas in each. If certain . 
points are difficult for you to 
remember, then reread the 
textbook. Otherwise stick with 
your notes.DON'T PLAN TO 
LEARN SOMETHING FOR THE 
FIRST TIME. 
Making summary notes is 
often helpful, depending on the 
amount of the material to be 
reviewed. In 4 to 8 pages you can 
outline the main points of your 
detailed class and text chapter 
notes. Headings with indented 
numbered points under them 
make relatinships more obvious. 
This procedure will aso help 
learning. If you do have to cram, 
be selective. Don't attempt an' 
exhaustive review. 
"How to Prepare Successfully 
for Examinations", appearing 
here in two installments, is the 
second in a series of AAP 
STUDENT SERVICE articles 
.designed to help collegianc im-
prol,1'e their use of study time and 
lernpng matierial. A com-
plimentary complete copy will be 
sent to you if you write to AAP 
STUDENT SERVICE, 
Association of American 
publishrs, Ie., One Park Avenue, 
New York 10016 
Freshmen and Seniors 





from the bookstore for SGA 
Senator vacancies •. Final 
election Wednesday ,.February 12~ 
Notice: Petitions are being «:irculated 
by S.G .A. Senators in regard to boycott 
Non-United .Farln Workers products. 
If interested contact a Sen~tor or 
cOllle to S.G.A. Offices. 
12 The Comment 
"n 
personals 
Bas-TH'EY SAY BAD THINGS 
COME IN THREES! What's next 
after losing yourpJpe and having 
your favorite hat ruined? 
Mom and Dad - Happy 26th an-
niversary and all that goes w/it. 
Love XXXS ue. 
Bathrobe Kid! . Next time you go 
for early breakfast at least wear a 
tie. Blue is not you. Haroo 
To My Georgia Cracker, Please 
don't pick on me! Be a Southern 
gentleman. Love Liz PS. Happy 
Anniversary! . 
Dino -I love you- I miss you - a nd 
I hope to see you soo. Puppy. 
Jon: Happy 20th! We'll celebrate 
with the whole gang by a party in 
suite 524. what ese can I SAY? 
Love and kisses - Deb. 
Linda, Barbara and Karen -
Watch 0 for Swanson, he'll catch 
ya! 
from a friend 
Chuck, Happy one year! Love 
you, Sourkraut. 
M.C.B., I'm glad to see 
everything in "working" order. 
The day your mood changes back 
to where it eas during semester 
break, hopefully willnevercome! 
Home Fri~s-.we know you wanted 
to show off your new bathrobe, 
but don't you think that was a 
little extreme? N & T & S 
To H.T.N. The Rana Pipiens 
Dancers are alive and kicking. 
Where, we don't know. Send the 
cookies to Grandmama Growl, 
care of Hotlips, when the moon is 
twitterpating bodaciously, meet 
me in bu - tao The back door's 
always open. From Y.E.-
for sale 
VW Camper - 1970 - excellent 
condition - rbuilt engine - 22,000 
miies. Tape hook-up and 4 
spekers. TOTALLY equipped -
bike rack and canvas tent. Phone 
746-0209 after 4pm. Firm $1800.00 
Pair of Northland skis (185 cm) 2 
Dovre aluminum poles, and set of 
Northland stp in bindings . 
withsafety straps. Also a pair of 
mens Henke plasic size low 
buckle boots. Complete set only 
$65.00. Coct Skip Dixon, Durgin 
Hall '-Rm 514. 697-9527 or ex. 391 
Set of Collier's Encyclopeias 1969 
edition with yearbooks up to 1974. 
Never been used - moving must 
sell. Paid $550.00, sking $100.00. 
Call 1-695-7498 any time. Ask for 
Kay. 
wanted 
A male Siamese cat to stud my 
female in exchange for pick of 
litter or $ 25.- Call 329-2876, 
Dedham. 
Cymbals and stand. Ride and 
Crash. Please contact Jack, 




f'irc1E' nppropriate heading: 
"'OR SALF! T .OS'T' & FOlTND 
HOlTSTND HF!T ,p W A NTF!D 
PF:RSONAL ~F!RVTCF!S 
WAN'T'F.D HF!T,P W A NTBD 
nTHF!R· RTDF!IRTDF!RS WANTED 
t\rl to f(iad as follow!=:: 
f'lnssifiC'cis nff' frel? for n11 B.S. C. ~tllcif'nts 
"'Of non-studpnts: ('nst is 'I: O!') pf'r worci 
"nnw Phmw 
\ flill'''''<; . Tot fll F.n<'1o<;('o 
summer jobs 
Representatives from Horizons 
for Youth Camps in Shaon will 
interview students interested in 
summer positions on Wednsday, 
February 12 from 10': 00 a.m. until 
noon in the Office of Student 
Servic es. 
The camps which provide an 
enriching ca ping experience at 
no chargJor needy and deserving 
boys and girls from 
Massachusetts need staff persons 
with competncies on the following 
areas: crafts, archery, nature, 
dramatics, pioneerin, atletics 
music dramatics, boating, 
canoeing, sailing, fishing, 
swimming, outdoor cooking, over 
nights and woodworking. 
I N ADDITION LIMITED 
POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE 
FOR UNIT LEADERS, KICHEN 
AIDES, NURSES,AND TRUCK 
DRIVERS. Twelve week work 
tudy opport unities are ailable for 
those wo qualify. 
Interested students are requested 
to sign u p outside the Offie of 




There will be a meeting of the 
Earth Science and Geography 
Club on TES., Feb. 11, in Rm 304 
of the Science Building. All 
welcome. 
teaching 
There are still openings on the 
Mashfield Public Schools in-
terview schedule for secondary 
school teaching app.1icants. 
Marshfield will be "on campus" 
on Thursday, February 13. 
lenten series 
Beginning Sunday evening, 
February 16, and continuing for a 
perio of six wee, the Central 
Square Congregational Church in 
Bridge water will sponsor a series 
. of meeting on the subject of death. 
The major areas for discuion will 
include a comparative theology of 
Death fm Jewish, Roman 
Catholic, and Potestant points of 
view: The theology of Death and 
eternal Life: medical aspects· of 
Death, including a tlk with 
children about the subject of 
Death: funeral practices.: 
PERSONAL SHARING, AND 
MUSICAL settings appropriate to 
Death and eternal Life. 
Alreay, over twenty-five people 
have enrolled in th series .. H you 
would like to become volved, and 
as yet have not registered, you 
may telephone the church office 
on Mondays, WEDNESDAYS, 
AND Fridays from 8:45 A.M. -
11:5 A.M. The teJ number is 
697-6016. 
priesthood 
The priethood is for those who 
want more than a job. You may 
not make much money, but you 
will make many friends, as you 
share the lit of Christ with people. 
For more information on the 
priesthood ... or if you would like to 
participate in the Awareness Da 
for college students at ST. John's 
Seminary in Boston on Thursday, 
and Friday, April 10th and 11th, 
contact the Vocation Information 
Center, St. Jon's Seminary , 
Brighton, Mass., 02135 or call 254-
2610. 
vacancy on board 
A vacancy is abailable for a 
commuter in the Student Union 
Board of Governors. Applications 
are available in the Director's 
office between the hours of. 9 - 5 
and will be accepted until-
February 14, 1975. 
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LEas~ To Fight Hunger February· 6,1975 Thf1 Comment 13 
(cont. from pg. 1) 
/ 
Developemt Council, Lester 
Brown. Unlike the three 
strategies mentioned above, 
Brown hints that enough food 
might exist if the rich countries 
reduce their consumption of meat 
and share the increment so saved 
and if popula tion growth is 
arrested. But he challenges the 
view that Aericans have a right to 
decide who will eat and that we 
have no more right to eat than any 
other people. Accordingly he 
proposes an internatiomll food 
and development agency which 
would determine how both food 
and developement aid would be 
distributed.' SCH A DRAMATIC 
AFFIRMATION OF GLOBAL 
BROTHERHOOD MIGHT GIVE 
MANKIND A FIGHTING 
CHANCE TO ESCAPE UN-
PRECEDENTED DISASTER. 
While Brown's reputation as a 
humanitarian is, assured, his 
claim to be a realelst stamds in 
jeopardy. 
This will encourage greater 
production and make it possible 
for more people to be fed. The 
market will stand as our bulwark 
against famine. To the charge 
that the market mechanism in a 
time of shortage can surfeit the 
rich while the poor starve, the 
apologist for this position 
, responds that lowering prices will 
lower production and that given 
proper incentive,.there is no limit 
Wine 'n'Dine 
5. Another position entirely is 
occupied by the humanitarians 
whose traditional response to 
famine is to share with the 
hungry. As LONG AS WE HAVE 
FOOD, WE SHOULD SHARE IT. 
If by eating less others may live, 
we should eat less. Tough-minded 
9vulation is replaced by open-
, hear.ted generosity and obedience 
to the principle of brotherhood. 
While food last all eat. When it is 
gone all may starve. But these 
humanitarians do not expect 
exhaustion of world food supplies. 
6. Th~ final strategy is most 
optimistic of all. Earl BTZ AND 
HIS FELLOW 
FREE TRADERS CONTEND 
THAT A SHORTAGE OF FOOD 
WILL DRIVE UP ITS PRICE. 
... 
to the productivity of agriculture. 
At present the market CEDAR FALLS, IOWA A 
distributes most of the food pioneering program to introduce 
produce in America, but not wine and gourmet 
consumed here. Our long living to college students has 
tradition of humanitarian become a permanent ex-
'evergency relief lead us to offer tracurricular feature after a pilot 
token grants of aid where famine project at the University of 
stalks. But when famines become Northern Iowa here. Organizers 
more widespread and severe, of "Wine'n' Dine" program, he 
pressure will increase to adopt first of its kind ift the nation, say it 
some form of policy of TRIAGE. was initiated to give students 
Humankind might, however, take training in social skills. 
more hope from a strategy more' Program originator Russell 
like Lesser Brown's. Fr it refuses Davis, an amateur chef and wine 
to place the United States in the lover, started Wine 'n' Dine with 
role of God determining the faate the blessgs of other UNI ad-
of nations while its feople feast. ministrators. "TGHT 
But rather it recognizes the SCHEDULES AND LIMITED 
connections and interdependence OPPURTUNITIES OFTEN 
of all. Dale Runge is right and FORCE COLLEGE "STUDENTS 
wrong. Grnts for food can foster INTO DRINKING AND EATING 
dependence of the poor on the rich HABITS THAT THEY THEM-
and saddle the rich with a SELVES DON'T REALLY 
responsibility for the poor. But LIKE," Davis said in announcing 
this is not a future possibility, but the formal adoption of the progr 
a present reality which has at UNI. "I think it is the 
resulted from a history of im- responsibility of college adinis 
perialism, exploitation, aid ,and tration and faculty to offer more 
trade. Generally these processes experiences than are aVpilable in 
have favored industrealized caf~teria and local bar$." 
nations of the West. And through Tjo' provide those experiences, 
them we have forged links of Davis began inviting 34 students 
rela tionship and " resl'ftmsibility ~.' and four to six special guests from 
which cannot be dessqtYl;d.Chaos the University and .the com-
and famine in one country today . munity-at-Iarge each week to a 
can bring tomormw disea~e,and candlelit seven-course meal 
war whose devastaiionwm accompanied by Californiawines 
respect no national borders. in a private dining room of a UNI 
History Club PRESENTS 
A Lecture by 
dining complex. The program 
has been so successful that it 
prompted the comlete remodeling 
of the two rooms used for the 
dinners and other special events DR- JORDAN FIURE 
on 
LIZZI BURDEN 
Tuesday February 11th at 7:30 
in the Library Lecture Hall 
- all are welcome -
suicide: 
The six epicurean menuS' for 
students and their guests include 
entrees such as crab and shrimp, 
stuffed flounder,Szekdly Gulyas, 
and breast of chicken on ham with 
campignon sauce. The soup 
course inaybe a consomme or 
tomato bisque, with desserts 
raning from Black Forest torte to 
cherries flambe. 
"If we are going teaca tudents 
Up Against The Walls 
(CPS)-"I take it that no man is 
educated who has never dallied 
with the thought of suicide." -
William James 
Historically, there is no ab-
solute position. Stoics and Nazis 
idealized it, Camus elevated it to 
a philosophy. Yet throughout the 
Middle Ages, English practice 
included dragging the bodies 
through the street,. hanging them 
upside-down for public view and 
impaling them on stakes at public 
crossroads. 
Suicide. The causes are 
complex, the statistics confuSing, 
and the analysis muddy, but the 
fast remains that suicic«i is a 
major and continual tlireat to 
thousands of college students. 
By most estimates 10,000 
stUdents will make serious suicide 
attempts this year and of those, 
1000 will succeed. Nationally this 
compares to 25,000 - 50,000 annual 
suicides, a figure encompassing 
all ages. sexes, races and 
professions. 
Two recent studies have in-
dicated that students are more 
suicidal than non-students - up to 
50% more than their non-. 
academic peers. In addition 
several studies have shown that 
suicides at high-status, 
prestigious schools are, much 
greater than at other schools. 
A 1961 study reported a suicide 
rate of 15 per 100,000 at Harvard 
and 14 per 100,000 at Yale - well 
above the 7-10per 100,000 national 
average for the same age group. 
Similar studies in England 
have also indicated a high suicide 
rate at the more prestigious 
universities. 
The question that has never, 
been 'fuUyanswered H.:' ",do:, 
colleges accept people 
predisposed to suicide or does the' 
college enviroment itself create 
the desire? 
A1959 report concluded that 
"Higher standards of entry are 
more likely to lead to selection of 
the mentally unstable." At all 
colleges it is the better students 
who are more prone 1¥0 suicide. A 
1966 study discovered that 
. "students who committed suicide 
had a higher grade point 
average(3.18 as opposed to 2.50) 
and a greater proportion of them 
had won scholastic awards." 
The study found that students 
were never secure despite their 
hagh grades; "Charac-
teristically, they were filled with 
doubts of their inadequacy, 
dissatisfied with their grades and 
despondent over their general 
. flcademic aptitude." 
something about responslbe 
drinking," Davis said, "then I 
tink the best way is to introduce 
them to good wine with good food. 
Wine is, the traditional beverage 
of moderation, and of cours, it's 
most enjoyable and appropriate 
wheri served with food." 
In a get-acquainted period 
before the meal begins, Davis 
serves a California wine punch or 
a hot spiced wine drink. He 
selects California wines to ac-
company the meals and discusses 
the subtleties of each wine with 
his student-guests.! After the 
meal, students temain in the 
dinng area for discussions over 
California Sherry or Port. 
Davis said his decision to serve 
only California wines is supported 
by research into the preferences 
of you,ng people. He cites a 
nationwide series of comparative 
"BlInd ',', TASTINGS OF 
Californiaines against, their 
foreign counterparts. In those 
astings, Davis pointsoutthe 50,000 
participating .young people 
preferred California wines six 
- Up1~S ,01ltQ(~v~n, to,!9r~i~n=w!.n~~ . 
costing at least twice as much. -
Dav is said the,tastings confirmd 
California's ability to offer the 
best in wine value. 
'Reaction to the proram has 
be~n almost entirely favorable, 
Da vis reports. ~ He said student 
response was bst summed up by a 
Cedar Falls, jnior who told him, 
"It's perfect for our age group. 
We'll be running into f:rmal 
situations more often as we get 
into careers. A lot of us were 
bro,ught up in rural areas. How 
else are we going to learn this 
stuff?' 
To help students prepare for 
the Wine ~n' Dine sessions, and for 
a lifetime of gastronomic en-
joyment, Davis gives the pr-
ticipants his own coprighted 
booklet on restaurant etiquette 
and wine selection and service. 
The title, "Lobster Utensils???? 
I thought it was a Burglar 
Kit! ! ! !)' sets the pace for the light 
and jovalapproach that Davis 
sticks to throughout the booklet. 
Beca use he believes more 
colleges should offer Wine In' 
Dine Davis said he has arranged 
to send a complimentar copy of 
the book; to admin isti"tors' and 
faculty members who write to Ms; 
Brenda Rust, University of 
Nurthern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
50613. 
-~ ~::' -~"""~:i~-,-t'" ~? -.~r;.c 
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The Church of Conservation 
Invites Yo.u To Be An 
. ORDAINED MINISTER j j And Acquire The Rank Of , 
. , DOCTOR OF NATUREPEDICS 
Our fast growing church is actively seeking j j enviornment-concious new ministers who be- , 
, lieve what we believe:' Man should exist in j 
f harmony with nature. We are a non-structured , fait~, undenominational, .with no traditio~al doc-trme or dogma. BenefIts for ministers are: j 
, I. Car Emblem and Pocket LD. , 
, 2. Reduced rates from many hotels, motels, , 
restaurants, car rental agencies, etc. j Our directory lists over 1,000 prestige 
, establishments extending an automatic 
f cash discount. , 3. Perform marriages, baptisms, funerals , 
.and all other ministerial functions. t j 4. Start your own church and apply for exw 
, emption from property and other taxes. 
Enc~ose a free-will. donation for the minister's cre- j j dent~als ~nd pocket license. Your ordination is re- , 
, cognIZed m alISO states and most foreign countries. 
tChurch of Conservation, Box 375, Mary Esth. er,Flori:' 32569. ...-..~.-..~~~ 
S.,u. Program' wmmittee 
sponsors a workshop in 
RADIO l'EUiNOLUG Y 
.'riday 3pm-5pm' t'eh. 14-May 2 
sign up in the info hooth by 
Wednesday.'eh 12 class limit of 10 
~ ~ ":~:::!::::~::::::i:::::;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:::;:::;:::;:;;;::::::::::;:::;:::::;:::;:::::;:;:;:::::::;:::::;:;::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::}::. 
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The Comment-" 'February 6. 1975 
or, !i 
Wrestlers Defeat 
EDlerson 40 - 12 
by Terry Balduf 
The wrestling team celebrated 
it's first home game of the year 
with a victory over Emerson 
CoUge, 40-12. BSC is coached by 
Dr.. Emanual Maier, head of the 
Earth Science and Geography 
Department. They practice in 
the bottom of the Science Building 
every day from 3:00-5:00. Even 
,hrough the conditions aren't the wrestling by Dr. Maier. 
greatest, the m~n work hard, and The meet began with Jeff 
spirits are funning high. Marvelle wrestling an exhibiton 
The enthusiasm seemed to match for Bridgewater. J Jeff 
spread to the fans as tb at croweq was one of the few to take ad-
into the smail gym. Despite a vantage of Dr. MIER'S POLICY 
delay in arrival by Emerson, the OF ACCEPTING ANYONE WHO 
crowd remained, thanks to an WANTED TO WRESTLE, TO BE 
exhibition and explanation of.~. ON THE TEAM. Jeff's inex-
perience : hpwed bpwever. as he 
was dommed 25 secQnds dn:tQ' the between Bridgewater and 
2nd period., Emerson was the 158 division, 
_ With bothteams forfeiting the' with Jim Dickinson wrestling for 
llB lb. class, freshman Tim the Bears. Jim was in control 
Townsend stepped to the mats for mast of the match, scoring a 9-3 
BSC in the 126 lb. class. Tims victory. This gave Bridgewater a 
superiority was evident from the 16-6 lead. 
beginnig as he scored 5 quick Since Emerson had injuries in 
points. He contrlled throughout, the ]st four weight classes, JOM 
winning 9-4. Next for the Bears Mndor (67), Eic Brunelle (177), 
was freshman KarlKosinski Steve Seminario (191), and Frank 
Once again, Karl dominated his Josephson (Heavyweight) all won 
match, and eventually pinned his 6-0 by virtue of a forfeit, ,The final 
opponent with 40 se:!onds lift in the score BSC 40, Emerson, 12. 
2nd period. This gave The next match is Feb. 5 vs. 
Bridgewater a team score of 9-0. Harvard which will take place 
In the 142 weight class, senior before you read this. So, the next 
Captain Rick Kenney represented _match will be Tues., Feb. 11 VS. 
BSC. Ricktoo, dominated and the Boston College and Thurs., Feb. 13 
end resul.t was never in doubt, as vs. Norwich University. Both 
Rick racked up a score of 17-4. matches are at home, ~t 4:00& in 
'rhis. gave BSC a lead of 13-l}. the small gym.: .~ 
Chris Kelly was next to the mats. Also, anyone interested in-'1.~.:. 
Chris, a freshman,~cor~d.··7 wrestling the, lla·lb.>class;·::ot~~ .. 
unanswered points before he gave heavyweight 
up control and then, suddenly was (over 19l1bs.) is welcome to come 
pipnedj,Vith 63 second.5.1ift in the out, r~a~ss of exp~c~l 
2nd pe.riod. The:)ast'm~tc2~ .. ~.~ •. <"-.,!.,; ~ ~ -~;;;; ~ "'~~~. ;;~:. ~2~ ~~ .~~~ ~":. ~;..~ 0·"'" ~'.~ ,:.~. ~~,,~""., 
Bears Intprove 
Record 16 ., 2 
By Joe Silvi 
The Bridgewater basketball 
team won 3 games in 4 days this 
past weekend, on the road to the 
top of the Mass. State Coference. 
Playing a schedule similar to the 
NBA's the Bears swept past North 
Adams, Lowell State and Nichols 
to extend their winning streak to 7 
going into the Boston game. The 
victories extended their overall 
record to 16-2 and their con-
ference recored to a glossy 10-1. 
Last Saturday night up in 
North Adams the Bears showed 
one sign of a real good team by 
winning a game in which they 
didn't play up to capacity. The 
team came away with a 76-71, 
victory led by Gene Walcott's 22 
points. The stubborn North 
Adams team twice fell behind by 
as many as 8 points only to knock 
r the lead back down to one or two. 
Monday night in Lowell was a 
different story. The' Bears con-
tinued to rewrite the team record 
book as they demolished the 
hapless Lowell team 118-69. It 
was one of those games where the 
blue team (reserves) showed 
what they're really made of, as 
they proved the fine depth of the 
Bears. Bridgewater led at 
halftime by a (mere) 14 but that 
didn't last long as the hoopsters 
scored. 66 points in the second 
half. John Grazewski, JOHN 
McSharry and Matt Mendes led 
the balanced attack with 18 points 
apiece. Three records were 
broken in the game, the Bears 
pumped in 52 field goals, shot 
over 62%and handed out 37 
assists. 
Bridgewater came back home 
Tuesday night against Nichols 
and for the second game in a row 
and for the sixth time this season, 
they went over the 100 mark in 
points. The Bears swamped the 
Bisons 111-87 in their warm-up to 
the Boston game. Matt Mendes 
led all Bridgewater scorers with 
21 points. Another record went 
down the drain in this game as the 
Bears, led by Walt Driscoll's 13 
and Matt Mendes' 11 hauled down 
81 rebounds which told the story 
of the ballgame. 
Team marks are not the only 
records falling. John McSharry is 
aiming for his own record for field 
goal percentage, Steve Jantz is on 
the verge of breaking the record 
for most assists in one season, and 
John Grazewski is after the 
record for free throw percentage. 
On the other hand, records are 
fun, but fortunately the big thing 
is that won-lost record which will 
bring a trip to a post-season 
tournament. 
After Thursday's big game 
againstBoston State, the Bears 
will entertain Mass. Maritime 
(another chance to see you 
favorite players on the blue 
. team). Saturday night at B. The 
. J.V.'s will also be in action at 6 
against the alumni. See you thre. 
Bring this ad to Mr. Donut hefore 
.Feh. 9th and get a 'free cup of coffee 
at sit down counter~ 
HSt: ~l'LJD.ENTS ONL 
Open 24 hours 
lcelllen Break Out Of Siumj), 
by Kevin Ham'on 
A discouraging 6-game losing 
streak was snapped last week as 
BSC's hockey team won two out of 
three road games to remain in 2nd 
place in the Mass. State Cllege 
Conference. 
First to fall to the Bears (now 
5-8 overall) was Westfield State. 
Despite the OtVls ATTEMPTS TO 
HACK THE LEGS FROM UN-
DER THE Bridgewater skaters, 
BSC broke open a close game in 
the second period to rout West-
field, 11-4. 
The game was marred by 
innumerable fights, including one 
in the first period that resulted in 
BSC's Brian Hanlon and West-
field's Dan Devereaux being 
thrown out of the game and 
suspended for another. Hanlon 
was upset by . the decision, 
claiming, "I think it was a rash 
judgment by the referee. I was 
a ttacked from behind by 
Devereaux and was only defen-
ding myself." 
In between brawls, the Bears' 
Pat Galvin and Joe Bird scored 4 
and 3 goals, respectively. Kevin 
Morris also assisted on 4 others. 
On Tursday, Bridgewater 
defeated Fitchburg State, 5-4, 
despite the absence of Hanlon. It 
was another rough game, but this 
time the game wasn't decided 
until just 40 seconds were left in 
the contest. In the opening 
. period, BSC outplayed Ftchburg 
but could only manage a 2-2 tie, 
Bears T eke 2 Of 3 On Road; 
Host Framingham Saturday 
with jim McKeon and Ernie 
Sanborn tallying for the Bears. 
Bridgewater fell behind 4-3 In 
the second stanza while being 
outshot, 14-4. The Bears did have 
their chances, but most of their 
shots went wide of the mark. Tlrd 
period action saw the game 
deteriorate into a brawl, until Pat 
GalVIN SCORED UNASSISTED 
WITH 3 :25 left to know the score 
at 4-aU. Then, with just 40 
seconds left, Weymouth North's 
Fa uJ Kelly won the game for BSC 
on a 30-ft. slapshot that beat 
goalie Bill Collins. 
Next on the agenda was 
Worcester State, a powerful 
Division III club. The game was 
played Saturday night at Webster 
Square Arena in Worcester, a 
converted 50-year old roller 
skating rink with a 20-ft. high 
ceiling. 
As the 300 spectators sat in 
danger of being decapitated, the 
Bears got off to a 2-0 lead in the 
first period with some fast skating 
and accurate passing. This time 
it was McKeon and alternate 
captain Chuck Healey who put the 
Bears ahead. But Worcester's 
Marvin Dt;ON, THE LEADING 
SCORER IN Div. III narrowed 
the margin to 2-1 with just 4 
seconds left. 
The second period saw Wor-
cester forge ahead 5-3 on the 
strength of Marv Degon's 39th 
career .hat trick (an NCAA 
record), and the Lancers went on 
to a 7-3 victory. 
CROSSCHECKING--The 
icemen seem to be improving 
their play after reaching a low 
point against Colby. This should 
be good news, as the 'Bears will 
start a 5-game homestand this 
Saturday against Framingham 
State. On Thursday, February 13 
the opponent 'will be Bryant 
College. Faceoffs will be at 9:30 
p.m. and 8310 P.M., RESPEC-
TIVELY, a t' Crossroads Arena in 
West Bridgewater.. . . In this 
writer's opinion, a big turnout of 
BSC students should be a 
welcome sight for the icemen, 
who lately have seen the inside of 
a bus more than the inside of a 
hockey arena .... Once again, 
here's a reminder that 
Bridgewater will play Army (yes, 
that's West Point!) at Crossroads 
Arena on Saturday, February 22. 
The Cadets have recently 
defeated Merrimack, St. An-
selm's and Williams to establish 
themselves as a hockey power. It 
would be great to see at least 1000 
people at the game, the most 





by Kevin Hanron 
"Bridgewater goal scored by 
number twelve, Chuck Healey. 
Assisted by number nine, Jim 
McKeon. . . . That is McKeon's 
200th career point," read the 
public address announcer at 
Webster Square Arena in Wor-
cester last Saturday night. Then, 
the crod reaction: "Where's that 
number nine from?', ... "How 
long has he played?" ... "Jeez, 
that's a lot of points," ... and 
"Who is that player?" 
Who is Jim McKeon? Well, 
he's the senior captain of the 
Bridgewater State hockey team 
that is currently establishing 
itself as an ECAC Division II 
power alongside Army, Holy 
Cross, UMass, UConn, Buffalo 
and Merrimack, to name just a 
few. 
Jim has played hockey since 
the 4th grade, participating in 
youth programs and playing for 
Natick Hgh School. And, unlike 
many college sports stars, he" 
came to Bridgewater with the sole 
purpose of getting an education. 
When he was a freshman, BSC 
was just starting a hockey 
program under former coach 
Frank Roberts, and Jim decided 
to tryout for the fun of it. 
"We practiced Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from midnight to 2 
0' clock in the morning," said 
McKeon, "and 80 guys tried out, 
believe it or not!" 
Since then, of course, 
Bridgewater State hockey has 
come a long way from early 
morning practices and games in 
outdoor rinks that had to be 
postponed if,the weather was too 
warm. Jim credits BSC's 
Director of Athletics, Mr. Ed 
Swenson, as being the major force 
behind propelling the BJaRS INTO 
THE COMPETITIVE WORLD 
OF Division II hockey. 
Like BSC, Jim McKeon has 
come a long way. A fast skater, 
he has depended on a quick 
wristshot and a deceptive 
backhander to beat opposing 
goaies. In his freshman year he 
Os cored 33 goal.s and added 20 
assists, followed by 38 goals and 
27 assists in the 1972-73 season. In 
that year, Jim was-selected as 
ECACplayer of the week, the only 
BSC hockey player to receive that 
honor. 
As a junior, Jim scored 33 goals 
and assisted on 17 others against 
an upgraded schedule. TI.!~ 11, 
THE CENTER ICEMAN NOT-
CHED 2! GOALS AND ! 0 
ASSISTS THIS SEASON 
BEFORE BREAKING THE 
ZOO-POINT BARRIER WITH 
Mass. State wllege Hockey 
wnference Standings 
'ream W L T PTS GF GA 
Salem .................. 6 0 0 12 55 19 
Bridgewater ......... 5 :~ 0 10 47 37 
North Adams ........ 4 3 0 8 46 30 
Boston .... ~ ............ · 3 0 0 6 26, 10 
Worcester ............. 3 4 () 6 37 34 
Framingham ........ , 2 3 0 4 32 40 
Ftchburg .............. · 6 0 2 21 5:3 
Westfield .............. 4 () 2 17 59 
Freshman goalie Chris Matoske makes debut against Westfield 
E(At: Division 11 Hockey Standings 
Division GF GA 
Merrimack 05-6-0) .......... 
Hamilton (11-4-1) ........ 
Bowdoin (7-5-0) ............ 
Salem State 02-4-0).. ..... 
UConn <10-4-1) ............. 
St. Anselm's (11-6-0).. ... 
Middlebury (9-4-0). ........ 
Buffalo (9-14-1) ............ 
Army (8-7-0) ............... 
Williams (9-5-0).. ........ 
Lwell Tech-(8-&oL ... 
Oswego State (9-5-0). ..... 
A.I.C. nO-7-0) ................ 
UMass (7-9-0) ............... 
Elmira (9-6-1) ................ 
Ithaca (3-3-1). ................. 
Norwich (8-11-0) .............. 
Colby (4-8-2>" ................. 
Boston State (7-11-0) ....... 
New England (4-10-0>. ..... 
Babson (5-5-0) ................. 
Bridgewater State (6-8-0) 
New Haven (5-12-0) ......... 
Brockport State (8-5-0) .... 
Hly Cross (7-6-0) ............. 
AN ASSIST AT Worcester. Jim 
appears to be heading for his best 
season ever this year, an im-
pressive fact when one realizes 
that the Bears are playing their 
toughest schedule in their short 
history. 
An Elementary Education 
major, Jim hopes to go into 
teaching after graduation this 
year. When I asked him if he had 
at:'y future plans involving' 
FLYING 
Telephone 
14~2-0 124 52 
9-3-1 67 57 
7-3-0 54 40 
9-4-0 67 49 
. 6-3-1 41 28 
9-5-0 105 53 
5-3-0 42 31 
5-3-1 49 36 
7-5-0 66 47 
7-5-0 60 60 
8-6-0 63 50 
5-4-0 80 60 
8-7-0 83 64 
6-6-0 . 64 66 
5-6-0 46 48 
2-3-1 37 34 
4-8-0 54 78 
3-8-2 49 71 
4-10-0 40 85 
3-8-0 36 76 
1-4-0 19 30 
1-6-0 26 54 
1-9-0 32 78 
0-3-0 6 16 
0-5-0 14 40 
hockey, he answered, "1 hope to 
go into coaching some day, but 
right now the only future that 
concerns me is the remaindr of 
the season. I feel that this· team 
has the talent to 
win 12 games, and also can defeat 
Army." 
Why don't you see Jim MKeon 
and the BSC hockey team in 
action for yourself? 
PIZZA 
697-8631 
Bridgewater delivery only 
Tues.-Sun. {5:00-11 :00) 
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Different Strokes , • , • , • 
swillllUing pictor'a~ 
BSC Girls 
Do It Again 
B.S.C. Girls Do It Again! Last 
Thursday night, Bridgewater's 
Women's Swimming Team kept 
their winning streak going by 
defeating the strong team of 
Northeastern College, 59-54. So 
far in their young season as a 
varsity team, the women have 
scored an impressive record of 
wins against Boston College and 
Wheaton at a tri-meet at the 
Boston campus . They then went 
on to whip MJ.T. in their first 
hou{e meet of the season, 66-38. 
'rhe meet at Northeastern saw the 
B.S.C. Women behind bv 1 point 
[ 
\ 
going into the diving competition. 
Northeastern had repeatedly 
copped first place honors in every 
event preceeding the diving while 
Bridgewater picked up the second 
and thirds .Following tthe diving, 
however, B.S.C, did it again by 
taking impessive first and second 
place second place marks in 
the 100 yd. freesty:le and a first· 
place mark in the 100 yd. but-
terfly. 
Coaching this years team is Bill 
Walker. Bill is a E.S.C. graduate 
who co-captained the men's swim 
team here. The women have 
worked well under coach Bill as 
their winning records show. 
Swiming for Bill and B.S.C. are 
co-captains Jan Ward '75 and 
Eileen McNamara '76, juniors: 
Ronnie Dunn,-Mary DeMello,' 
Paula Yale, Jolynne Yucka and 
Mary O'Connor, sophomores: 
Cindy Stewart, Diane Cleary, 
Karen Tewsbury and June 
Hussey, freshmen: Kris Lat-
timer, Cathy McArdle, Valerie 
Kemp, Kathy Ostapower, Diane 
Dunn, Mary Mouison, Chris 
Pelliter and Sandy Bourdan, and 
seniors: Judi Ericson and Joan 
L};n~h Team Mana ger. 
~'ne women face tough com-
petition Thursday night, Feb. 6, 
1975 against the University of 
Conn. From there, the women 
travel to Brown's University for 
the New England Championships, 
Feb. 15th, Brandeis University, 
Feb. 21st and Boston University, 
Feb. 22nd. 
Meet Results: 
200 yd. medley relay: 
Bridgewater K. Lattimer, R. 
Dunn, S. Kapp and C~ Stewart 
200 yd. freestyle: 
50 yd. freestyle: Cindy 
Steward, 1st 
50 yd. breaststroke: Ronnie 
Dunn,2n 
Diving results: 
100 yd. butterfly: Sandy Kapp, 1st 
100 yd. freestlye: Kris Lattimer, 
1st; Cindy Steward, 2nd 
100 yd. backstroke: Kathy 
Ostapower, 1st; Jolynne Yucka, 
2nd 
100 yd. breast stroke: Ronnie 
Dunn, 2nd 




For a while it looked like BSC 
might be able to come up with a 
hard earned upset over un-
defeated Springfield College. 
Utilizing a variety 0 difenses, the 
Bears forced Springfield out of 
their game plan and into many 
hurried, low percentage shots. 
But BSC was unable to. produce 
any sustained offense and in the 
end thi~s proved decisive. 
Only juniors Bardy Stevens and 
- Jackie Dunphy have returned 
from last years varsity. Though 
experience seems to be lacking, 
potential is not, as 6 players from 
last years undefeeted JV team 
have moved up to varsity. 
Joining Bardy, the team's cap~ 
tain, and Jackie, on varsity are 
junior Denise Carrarra, and 
sophomores Karen Baptista, Judy 
Blinstrub, Joan OHoward, Betty 
J enewin, Kathleen Parder, Eileen 
Tebbitts, and Sue Walas_ 
Against Springfield , JACKIE 
Dunphy's 12 points and Kathleen 
Parker's control of the back-
boards kept BSC in the game. 
Springfield took a slim 3 point 
lead into the locker room at in-
termission, as they found their 
usually sticky 1-2-2 zone press 
neutralized with some sharp BSC 
passing. The turning point came 
"early in the second half. With the 
score tied 34-34, a BSC blockecf-
shot was ruled a foul" and if 
Springfield free throws . an<i 
several consecutive Bridgewater 
turnovers and missedshot~' 
allowed the Chiefs to put some 
daylight between-them and the 
Bears. A 53-42 victory over 
Bridgewater raised Springfield's 
record to 4-0, while BSC starts the 
season off 0-1. - . -
The Junior Varsity suffered a 
disappointing loss in the. 
preliminary game, as Springfiels 
squeezed out a 62-60 victory. 
Rosie Griffein netted 29 points 
and Gayle CameFon grabbed' 13 
carmons in a losing cause. 
Denise Bere captains the -1975 
Junior Varsity squad. Kathy 
Alger, Gayle -Cameron, Cheryl 
Frecka, Rosie Griffin, Barb 
Ibitson, Mary Jane MELLO, 
Roberta Richardson, Maureen 
Rie~don, and Sue Waletkus 
round out the team. Both the JV 
and Varsity are coached by Dr. 
Regina Gross, now in her third 
year as coach. 
The next game on the schedule 
is Thursday, February 6th, when 
the VarSity thakes on the 
University of Conne~ticut in the 
first home game of the season at 
6-0,0. 
